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Igneous delivers the only as-a-Service unstructured data-management solution, empowering data-
centric organizations with data visibility, data protection and data mobility at scale, wherever datasets
and workflows live. Our customers see, organize and understand all of their unstructured data –
anywhere. Our customers protect petabytes of data on a single cloud-native platform – at scale. Our
customers automate movement of datasets – for everyone needing them. Igneous combines all
unstructured data-management functions into a single, API-enabled, cloud-native solution.

OverviewOverview
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OverviewOverview

Whether used for data visibility with Igneous DataDiscover or for backup/archive services with Igneous
DataProtect, an Igneous virtual machine is deployed into the local virtual infrastructure using a file
downloaded from the cloud.igneous.io portal. This VM will connect to your source systems, to the
Igneous Cloud Management service in AWS, as well as your preferred destination for backup and
archive data (if you are using DataProtect).

This guide will tell you everything needed to deploy, configure, and begin using your Igneous service.

Downloading the virtual machineDownloading the virtual machine

Using the link that was provided in the registration email you received, log in to the Igneous download
portal, where you’ll see a DownloadDownload link to obtain the Igneous DataProtect virtual machine package
for your environment. Click the link to save the igneous-vm.ovaigneous-vm.ova file locally.

Virtual infrastructure requirementsVirtual infrastructure requirements

The Igneous virtual machine will need to be deployed on a VMware host cluster that meets the
following minimum conditions:

Minimum Virtual Machine RequirementsMinimum Virtual Machine Requirements
Host Version vSphere 6.0 or higher
Compute capacity 16 vCPU
Memory capacity 64GB
Storage 100GB

Assigning addresses for the Igneous instanceAssigning addresses for the Igneous instance

The following parameters will need to be provided at startup:

IP address
Subnet mask
Default gateway address
DNS server address(es)

If any or all of these IP connectivity settings will be provided via DHCP lease, some or all of the above
parameters can be skipped.

Prerequisites for an Igneous Virtual MachinePrerequisites for an Igneous Virtual Machine
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Network access requirementsNetwork access requirements

Internal network accessInternal network access

If your network has an internal firewall between your Igneous instance and your workstation, Igneous
will need the following whitelisted on your internal firewall:

Port 4900

Outbound network accessOutbound network access

Your Igneous instance will need to maintain a connection to a few locations in order for the service to
function. If your environment has a firewall that will block outbound network access for the Igneous
instance, there are two options available:

Add the addresses below to your firewall whitelist
Configure a proxy during the Igneous VM deployment process

The Igneous instance will need full HTTPS/443 outboundfull HTTPS/443 outbound access to:

cloud.igneous.io/52.89.237.163
plume.iggy.bz/52.89.237.163
The specific end point of your cloud instance (provided by Igneous)
The AWS S3 US-West-2 IP ranges

Some environments may include security scanning of encrypted SSL traffic. This practice typically
involves a network appliance performing Man In The Middle (MITM) SSL decryption by dynamically
signing SSL certificates and presenting it to the Igneous VM, effectively proxying SSL communications
between the VM and the Igneous destinations. We currently do not support trusting custom Certificate
Authority thus unable to communicate with Igneous endpoints effectively through the appliance. It
would be necessary to implement an SSL whitelist bypass to these 4 targets by hostname.

Network Access to your Cloud (DataProtect Customers only)Network Access to your Cloud (DataProtect Customers only)

If you are writing data to somewhere outside of your network, you may need to whitelist the IP range
for that storage service and region.

To obtain cloud vendor specific IP ranges please visit these sites -

Amazon Web Service
Azure
Azure US Government
Azure Germany
Azure China
Note : The “AzureCloud” tag provides the IP ranges for that entire cloud (Public, USGov,
Germany, China) and is also broken out by region within that cloud.
Google Cloud Platform

Source System AccessSource System Access
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The Igneous virtual machine will need full access to all unstructured data under management, i.e., to
all files on all added NAS systems. NAS systems can be imported into your Igneous service at anytime
after deployment of the VM.

Enabling this access will require specific configuration steps for each of these system types:

Source system typeSource system type Credentials requiredCredentials required
Dell EMC Isilon Temporary root access
NetApp FAS Temporary root access
Pure Flashblade API access token
Qumulo Temporary root access
Other NFS Sources Hostname with (rw)(rw) access to Igneous IPs

Target System Access (DataProtect only)Target System Access (DataProtect only)

DataProtect writes backup and archive data directly to any public-cloud platform and tier, as well as
any S3 or NFS endpoint. These targets can be configured in the UI at cloud.igneous.io at anytime
after deployment of the VM.

To begin backing up or archive data, at least one storage target will need to have been configured
with the following settings:

ProviderProvider Access RequirementAccess Requirement SupportedSupported
TiersTiers

Amazon Web Services
S3

Access Key ID and Secret Access Key from an active AWS
account

All tiers

Google Cloud Platform JSON key file generated from the GCP service account console All tiers
Microsoft Azure Account name and Secret Key from a Microsoft Azure user All tiers
Wasabi Endpoint URL, region, access key, and secret key N/A
Other S3 Endpoint address, access key, and secret key N/A
NFS targets Host address and desired path N/A
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Deploying the OVA to vSphereDeploying the OVA to vSphere

From the home page of the vSphere ClientvSphere Client, highlight the target host cluster in the left side of the
screen, then select Deploy OVF Template...Deploy OVF Template... from the ActionsActions menu at the top of the portal.

When the Deploy OVF TemplateDeploy OVF Template wizard opens, click the Choose FilesChoose Files radio button, then locate
and select the igneous-vm.ovaigneous-vm.ova file that you downloaded.
When ready, click NextNext.

Deploying to VMware vSphere 6.7Deploying to VMware vSphere 6.7
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Provide a name for the virtual machine. The default is igneous-vmigneous-vm but this can be customized as
needed for your environment. Select a target host cluster for the virtual machine.
When ready, click NextNext to continue.
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Choose the target host and click NextNext.
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Review the details of the OVF package, and click NextNext to continue.
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Choose a datastore with at least 100GB of free disk space for the virtual machine. Optionally, and
depending on your specific environment standards, assign a virtual disk formatvirtual disk format and/or VM StorageVM Storage
PolicyPolicy at this time as well. Click NextNext.
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On the Setup networksSetup networks page, select the appropriate Destination networkDestination network to ensure connectivity
from the Igneous DataProtect to your NAS environment, and click NextNext.
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On the Ready to completeReady to complete page, review and confirm all settings as configured. Click FinishFinish.

Monitor the status of the deployment in the Recent TasksRecent Tasks pane at the bottom of the vSphere client
portal. Once the Deploy OVF templateDeploy OVF template task status shows CompletedCompleted, the virtual machine has been
successfully created.

Configuring the Igneous DataProtect Virtual MachineConfiguring the Igneous DataProtect Virtual Machine
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From the navigation panel on the left side of the VMware vSphere ClientvSphere Client, click to highlight the new
virtual machine, then click the green PlayPlay button in the Actions ribbon at the top of the portal to power
on the virtual machine.

The Igneous DataProtect virtual machine may reboot during the initial startup. This is normal. Once
the initial boot process is complete, a Network ConfigurationNetwork Configuration menu will appear on the virtual
machine’s console screen.

If the VM’s IP address settings will be managed via DHCP, then use the TabTab key to advance through
the menu, without changing any of the provided fields, to the SaveSave option and press EnterEnter.
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To enable manual IP address management, press the SpacebarSpacebar to clear the XX from the Use DHCPUse DHCP
option, then use the TabTab key to advance through each field and provide the appropriate value for
each.

If your network requires outbound access
The configuration will be saved and the Igneous DataProtect virtual machine will reboot again. At this
time, the system will download updates to the Igneous software, after which it will reboot again.
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Once the virtual machine has updated and is ready for use, the console menu will display VisitVisit
cloud.igneous.io to sign in and start managing your data!cloud.igneous.io to sign in and start managing your data!

Please complete the following steps before connecting to the Igneous portal and registering the new
virtual machine.

Configuring Host Time SynchronizationConfiguring Host Time Synchronization

From the Igneous DataProtect virtual machine’s SummarySummary tab of the vSphere ClientvSphere Client, click the
ActionsActions button, then select Edit SettingsEdit Settings from the drop-down menu.

Next, click the VM OptionsVM Options button along the top of the EditEdit Settings window.
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Expand the VMware ToolsVMware Tools line item, and then check the Synchronize guest time with hostSynchronize guest time with host box in
the TimeTime category.
Click OKOK to save the new setting.

Additionally it is highly recommended that the guest OS is configured to use an NTP server to improve
time synchronization. Igneous defaults to using pool.ntp.org for time source. Please provide an internal
NTP server to your Igneous team if you have one.

Igneous leverages SMTP to send notifications of tasks statuses as well as enhanced Data Discover
sharing capabilities. It would be necessary to provide the SMTP server host and credentials (if
necessary) for Igneous to send emails.

ConclusionConclusion

The virtual machine is now ready to begin scanning the environment. To add NAS systems to Igneous
DataProtect for data discovery, refer to the "Managing Systems and ExportsManaging Systems and Exports" section.
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Deploying the OVA to vSphereDeploying the OVA to vSphere

From the home page, highlight the target host cluster in the left side of the screen, then select DeployDeploy
OVF Template...OVF Template... from the ActionsActions menu at the top of the portal.

Deploying to VMware vSphere 6.0Deploying to VMware vSphere 6.0
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When the Deploy OVF TemplateDeploy OVF Template wizard opens, click the Local FileLocal File radio button, then click BrowseBrowse
to locate and select the igneous-vm.ovaigneous-vm.ova file that you downloaded.
When ready, click NextNext.

If a warning is displayed about the OVF package containing extra configuration options and posing a
potential security risk, check the Accept extra configuration optionsAccept extra configuration options box, and then click **.
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Provide a name for the instance and confirm the destination cluster for deploying the VM. Click NextNext
to continue.

Select the target host and click NextNext.
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Choose a datastore with at least 100GB of free disk space for the virtual machine. Optionally, and
depending on your specific environment standards, assign a virtual disk formatvirtual disk format and/or VM StorageVM Storage
PolicyPolicy at this time as well. Click NextNext.

On the Setup networksSetup networks page, select the appropriate DestinationDestination network to ensure connectivity
from the Igneous DataProtect to your NAS environment, and click NextNext.
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On the Ready to completeReady to complete page, review and confirm all settings as configured. Click FinishFinish.

Monitor the status of the deployment in the Recent TasksRecent Tasks pane at the bottom of the vSphere client
portal. Once the Deploy OVF templateDeploy OVF template task status shows CompletedCompleted, the virtual machine has been
successfully created.

Configuring the Igneous DataProtect Virtual MachineConfiguring the Igneous DataProtect Virtual Machine
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From the navigation panel on the left side of the VMware vSphere Web Client, click to highlight the
new virtual machine, then click Power on the virtual machinePower on the virtual machine from the Basic TasksBasic Tasks section of the
virtual machine’s Getting StartedGetting Started page.

The Igneous DataProtect virtual machine may reboot during the initial startup. This is normal. Once
the initial boot process is complete, a Network ConfigurationNetwork Configuration menu will appear on the virtual
machine’s console screen.
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If the VM’s IP address settings will be managed via DHCP, then use the TabTab key to advance through
the menu, without changing any of the provided fields, to the SaveSave option and press EnterEnter.

To enable manual IP address management, press the SpacebarSpacebar to clear the XX from the Use DHCPUse DHCP
option, then use the TabTab key to advance through each field and provide the appropriate value for
each.
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The configuration will be saved and the Igneous DataProtect virtual machine will reboot again. At this
time, the system will download updates to the Igneous software, after which it will reboot again.

Once the virtual machine has updated and is ready for use, the console menu will display VisitVisit
cloud.igneous.io to sign in and start managing your data!cloud.igneous.io to sign in and start managing your data!

Please complete the following steps before connecting to the Igneous portal and registering the new
virtual machine.

Configuring Host Time SynchronizationConfiguring Host Time Synchronization
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From the Igneous DataProtect virtual machine’s SummarySummary tab of the vSphere Web Client, click the
ActionsActions button, then select Edit SettingsEdit Settings from the drop-down menu.

Next, click the VM OptionsVM Options button along the top of the EditEdit Settings window.

Expand the VMware ToolsVMware Tools line item, and then check the Synchronize guest time with hostSynchronize guest time with host box in
the TimeTime category.
Click OKOK to save the new setting.

Additionally it is highly recommended that the guest OS is configured to use an NTP server to improve
time synchronization. Igneous defaults to using pool.ntp.org for time source. Please provide an internal
NTP server to your Igneous team if you have one.
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Igneous leverages SMTP to send notifications of tasks statuses as well as enhanced Data Discover
sharing capabilities. It would be necessary to provide the SMTP server host and credentials (if
necessary) for Igneous to send emails.

ConclusionConclusion

The virtual machine is now ready to begin scanning the environment. To add NAS systems to Igneous
DataProtect for data discovery, refer to the "Managing Systems and ExportsManaging Systems and Exports" section.
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Igneous HTTPS Setup APIIgneous HTTPS Setup API

In order to configure your Igneous service to use HTTPS, users will need to upload a self signed cert
using an API. This describes how to use the HTTPS setup API. For assistance with this process you
may also contact Igneous by sending us a note using https://cloud.igneous.io/help, or by sending an
email to help@igneous.io.

For guidance on using APIs on your Igneous service, please see our knowledge base articles for
assistance.

This API can be accessed over either HTTP port 80 or HTTPS port 443.

Install CertificateInstall Certificate

Installing a self signed cert is done with a single POST request to the API path
http:///x/igneous/ssl/certificate/servicerouter. The request should contain the certificate and the secret
key used to sign it - both pem encoded - as json in the body of the request. The certificate and secret
key will both be saved on the igneous data system, but separately from the object storage system, as
such they will not appear as objects on the systems that can be listed or retrieved.

Here is an example of an Install Certificate request, and a successful response:

Request

POST http://<IP>/x/igneous/ssl/certificate/servicerouter -H 'Authorization: B775UB6L69KN155...'

{

  "Cert": "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\nMIIEDzCCAvegAwIBAgIJANYnbwGv3boYMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMGIxCzAJB

gNV\nBAYTAlVTMQswCQYDVQQIEwJXQTEQMA4GA1UEBxMHU2VhdHRsZTEQMA4GA1UEChMH\nSWduZW91czEQMA4GA1UECxMHSWduZW

91czEQMA4GA1UEAxMHSmFycmV0dDAeFw0x\nNzAyMjUwMDA0MThaFw0xODAyMjUwMDA0MThaMGIxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMQswCQYD\

nVQQIEwJXQTEQMA4GA1UEBxMHU2VhdHRsZTEQMA4GA1UEChMHSWduZW91czEQMA4G\nA1UECxMHSWduZW91czEQMA4GA1UEAxMHSm

FycmV0dDCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEB\nBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMhjNrKxxYrx2FABSR4y4kOwjtngt+f3pWkPfbBOwYAh\nXLs

orRAjegudC0e/T8XRek5nuFxSK1ssmPjGuI2/SQEsozVng13YW1ONSosu3ReQ\n2b/BNHXT0kbR6AtAcvO/HfU0mppzHdARgylH/o

BlGGJSHdSa+fD7qkD3c8IStayd\ncQRiVQH5RjL9K0IxE8diSfIerdNhFA+121n0H0gZ2oDqHBJSpTIVv+Y72RjE1lU+\nksd7PAz

yFpYEnKP8IkZ34fdJ9Grwj9+aKEOGQxvSJx8iUKp+4Th9ZV7QdPvf+ZYE\n7nxbjTFequ2UOTdODm70HzHpZLvfyfKB1rmgvpi1NL

MCAwEAAaOBxzCBxDAdBgNV\nHQ4EFgQU1cRq29goWm4lDk34cjaZyfb9VmIwgZQGA1UdIwSBjDCBiYAU1cRq29go\nWm4lDk34cja

Zyfb9VmKhZqRkMGIxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMQswCQYDVQQIEwJXQTEQ\nMA4GA1UEBxMHU2VhdHRsZTEQMA4GA1UEChMHSWduZW91cz

EQMA4GA1UECxMHSWdu\nZW91czEQMA4GA1UEAxMHSmFycmV0dIIJANYnbwGv3boYMAwGA1UdEwQFMAMBAf8w\nDQYJKoZIhvcNAQE

FBQADggEBAFe9qvcrLTUFykA6FFaZDkb5q11nOcSHmDOkYO1E\n+zNUMZJzd+ostYIyerWItCoelO/H03wtALBGdnvRHdSsUTxfjf

MXAqAUKBw2aDsJ\nBBtJUxj9gcTJJ4QVUu1bcgaaat2AREfTTK6cq/Aw1EoujrnpOJwg0Tt0f3TzhiJW\nSRUIgCd6EKPJk0bptcC

GEXdr0SVh4UgZ8MBUrSEOGnh8EsEd+UDLPvArTkNQNg1B\nJWLR9TJ5pYk0MGjLo48zdCxnEPebmPkKZS8pCRUAzdTRsnFr87FGK9

tEtc40yL4L\ntYWPkLGNUcFcsGmbr2kmWgxmdAHDTdQLteqDJAsgTlWtuOw=\n-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n"

  "SecretKey": "-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----\nMIIEpgIBAAKCAQEAyGM2srHFivHYUAFJHjLiQ7CO2eC35/elaQ99

sE7BgCFcuyit\nECN6C50LR79PxdF6Tme4XFIrWyyY+Ma4jb9JASyjNWeDXdhbU41Kiy7dF5DZv8E0\nddPSRtHoC0By878d9TSam

nMd0BGDKUf+gGUYYlId1Jr58PuqQPdzwhK1rJ1xBGJV\nAflGMv0rQjETx2JJ8h6t02EUD7XbWfQfSBnagOocElKlMhW/5jvZGMTW

VT6Sx3s8\nDPIWlgSco/wiRnfh90n0avCP35ooQ4ZDG9InHyJQqn7hOH1lXtB0+9/5lgTufFuN\nMV6q7ZQ5N04ObvQfMelku9/J8

oHWuaC+mLU0swIDAQABAoIBAQDFpqaTBymz7OvR\nrhLyyHnJDmM4oKCFGw16XR86QdQ2j7GpoWtiWbvNrK8tq5QBqKccos2DskC1

g323\nFDuBBMX7dI3e5ST78aXS+bAnLKhC0EsXCni2J6Jm3DAmuQEpTr871xEPerBTRJK8\nqxhqiEzO3fQyelJB0dmSjwEM0euEP

Setting up HTTPS on your Igneous ServiceSetting up HTTPS on your Igneous Service
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2Ado6E+Iob84Iu2pklLYrt5mvnt8nQTvvvI\nDlQdc8g4B7an4nqSsnAPNI0R8dBi9IleLIQJaEyffMDea1tIarrk4i8bocNJAht4

\nqTKb9wZ2lbhnpdG8kI4eUqcUTKNHRnw/RtC9fdewlaMO48tGw9+d3YHvXi0DAqcQ\nonnCR2qBAoGBAOUxyDV441Vii4xRFqdeh

joDyI9pd6X9QVXUJD0uLcZ+ORlpsuOX\npjZ2MX9W3PFTDJyNnotx64Q0ikT9MineqHoC1gajPocx9d9RA28Wx+znHxLlZB7J\nlv

UNvGLAqE9UtOJQRnlHfKLCnkbI10OFV65uAm75G8YAQGlWTn9uvjmhAoGBAN/S\n74r0cxsKgNeBcHj3CIhel6/a5Zy3JJTUOZsiT

3lzH7aRTSzBdMsJe5bvDKkSHJ9h\n4IvcyeRyR6Q9EpA2LAwqSt5mKpK05DW0i8P1y1o4J42WebKXMNl9fGEXqck1fwSu\nKELjn5

b1LtFkj1qEjFw6cc7X/AEXGGoWgncowZXTAoGBAIM1ApaKBCrHZXgIm91o\n4ZKow9JF4HcoCpUmAzD7FL2DWRDRT9W25TJca22ov

odwsdGVyWOu7dMbeOSRxnvt\nualPolLedVdUJJuZd0vLUNywWzuoEq8FXOQg3u3xuOjhZ0QADLg1Uoaiv5VqOMGw\nvkdfNwlslp

e9YSJshDezoDbBAoGBAN9mhctW5FDYMfNn8d/7Cdw7NgHDZaz/K5cV\nII5UN6kMHFo4OyRxz2Ych+wFm8hhGIqIwfw3mpfW7OTkR

FQGjf5ydBn5NYMK5EEq\nfNpRye+53ti2ma+EsrBSTMQIP2Jib+42+l6RHagp/tnnGiKJ7CLd/twqvhBEggzZ\nfMz8tAQbAoGBAJ

ySFYxdSjtRwK6yqR1f2OkKxDXb59pu89IebN+YCKy631v6eX6b\nBEtzlrs0QrTm0CmCy3lGBhWJkhm/tLt7+YWHjvssOpJQH3TKt

fYTw9Rnox0zpSiA\nN/Gywqx8atjCNETYDbSl9wozumrmEXqrsaQ7ym2mabtUimyUwEHt+zlR\n-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY--

---\n"

}

Response

200 OK

Uninstall CertificateUninstall Certificate

In order to uninstall a self signed cert, a DELETE request is sent to the API path
http:///x/igneous/ssl/certificate/servicerouter to remove a previously installed certificate and private
key. The certificate and private key will be deleted from the server

Request

DELETE http://<IP>/x/igneous/ssl/certificate/servicerouter

Response

200 OK
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Here is a listing of ports a customer may need to open up on a firewall to allow the Igneous service to
operate properly. The Igneous service will need to communicate to several destinations including:
Igneous' upstream services, your cloud storage endpoints, and as well as any local storage systems.

Outbound from Igneous to the InternetOutbound from Igneous to the Internet
ServiceService PortPort DirectionDirection Protocol/TransportProtocol/Transport

DNS 53 Outbound TCP/UDP - DNS
NTP 123 Outbound UDP - NTP
SMTP 25 Outbound TCP - SMTP
cloud.igneous.io 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
plume.iggy.bz 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
customerid.igneous.io* 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
AWS US-WEST-2 S3 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
Azure Object / Blob Storage 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
GCS Object Storage 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
AWS S3/Glacier/Deep Glacier 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS
Generic S3 Target 443 Outbound TCP - HTTPS

Inbound from Customer Network to Local Igneous InstanceInbound from Customer Network to Local Igneous Instance
ServiceService PortPort DirectionDirection Protocol/TransportProtocol/Transport

Igneous UI 4900 Inbound TCP - HTTP
S3 Endpoint - Physical hardware only 80,443 Inbound TCP - HTTP(S)

Outbound from Local Igneous Instance to Local Storage SystemsOutbound from Local Igneous Instance to Local Storage Systems
ServiceService PortPort DirectionDirection Protocol/TransportProtocol/Transport

NFS3 Portmapper [1] 111 Outbound TCP/UDP

NFS3 mountd [1][2] 2043 Outbound TCP/UDP

NFS3 data [1] 2049 Outbound TCP/UDP

NFS3 status [1][2] 4043 Outbound TCP/UDP

NFS3 Local Manager (NLM) [1][2] 4045 Outbound TCP/UDP

NFS3 quota (quotad) [1][2] 4046 Outbound TCP/UDP

SMB 2/3 (SMB 1 is NOT supported) [3] 139,445 Outbound TCP/UDP

Isilon API 8080 Outbound TCP
NetApp API 443 Outbound TCP
Qumulo API 8000 Outbound TCP
Pure FlashBlade API 443 Outbound TCP

[1]: More information on NFS security/ports - http://tldp.org/HOWTO/NFS-HOWTO/security.html and
https://www.systutorials.com/fixing-ports-used-by-nfs-server/

[2]: These services use dynamic ports but most NAS systems allow you to define specific ports or a
range. The listed ports are for NetApp out of the box

Firewalls and Customer PortsFirewalls and Customer Ports
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[3]: SMB 2 is the base protocol that Igneous implements. Subsequent versions including 3.x are
dialects specifying additional capabilities of the protocol and are backwards compatible.
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What is bandwidth throttling?What is bandwidth throttling?

Bandwidth throttling is a configurable limit that Igneous can implement that will restrict how fast we
push data out of your network.

Unlike our source-side, latency-aware throttling, the Igneous bandwidth throttling is not dynamic. It is a
set value in bits-per-second that will act as a hard limit. This limit will be enforced 24 hours per day,
and cannot be set to change based on activity or time of day.

Why would I need bandwidth throttling?Why would I need bandwidth throttling?

Igneous uses outbound bandwidth for two primary functions: sending metrics and metadata to the
Igneous cloud management plane, and sending your backup and archive data to your preferred cloud-
hosted storage.

That bandwidth connection is used by other resources within your organization. Therefore, limiting the
bandwidth consumed by Igneous can be helpful to ensure other operations are not impacted by our
workflow.

Typically, the bandwidth consumption of metrics and metadata to the Igneous cloud management
plane for either DataDiscover or DataProtect is small and should not impact other operation. However,
backup and archive data being moved into your cloud by DataProtect can saturate even the biggest
outbound connections.

If you are a DataProtect customer, and your outbound network connection will be shared by other
applications, you should consider implementing a bandwidth limit through Igneous.

How do turn on Bandwidth Throttling?How do turn on Bandwidth Throttling?

To enable a bandwidth throttling limit, submit a request through our UI. Be sure to include:

Your name
The Igneous instance you want to throttle (if your organization has more than one Igneous
instance)
The limit you want implemented - in Megabits-per-second or Gigabits-per-second

Throttling bandwidth consumptionThrottling bandwidth consumption
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Where is system proxy configuredWhere is system proxy configured

During the VM deployment process, you will land on the VM console. At the bottom is a field with the
system proxy configuration. This field will be prepopulated with the following text:

[http|https|socks5h]://[user:password@]host[:port].

This text is to provide the correct syntax for your system proxy configuration. This field is where you
will input your system proxy configuration.

If a system proxy server is not required, skip setting "Proxy URL" field.

How to configure a system proxyHow to configure a system proxy

If a system proxy server is required for the VM to make connections to Igneous cloud, set the "Proxy
URL" field to an appropriate value in the format:
[http|https|socks5h]://[user:password@]host[:port].

Note that not all fields are required for configuring a system proxy.

For example:

http://exampleuser:examplepassword@192.168.1.1
or
https://192.168.1.1
or
sock5h://192.168.1.1:1080

RestrictionsRestrictions

Only basic user, password based auth to the system proxy server is supported.
For a SOCKS proxy, only SOCKS5H is supported which does the DNS resolution on the proxy
server instead of the client unlike SOCKS5.

Configuring system proxy connectionsConfiguring system proxy connections
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Requirements for a data proxyRequirements for a data proxy

The following are requirements for successfully impementing a data proxy host within your cloud
destination:

You must enter a valid HTTP/HTTPS string to submit the proxy. Invalid HTTP/HTTPS strings
will be rejected at entry.
You must create credentials for any cloud provider before you will be able to see any cloud
provider on the list where you can configure a data proxy.
When a data proxy is configured for a cloud provider, all data moving to that provider will pass
through the data proxy.
The data proxy host will will need to be instantiated with an HTTP/HTTPS proxy such as
Squid running on it.
The host IP space should BGP routable via VLAN attachment in your dedicated connection.

How to configure a data proxyHow to configure a data proxy

Create your proxy host using your service of choice (such as an Amazon EC2 instance with an
HTTP/HTTPS proxy such as Squid running on it).
Login to Igneous
Click on the cog icon in the bottom left, then select Cloud settingsCloud settings

Select the cloud vendor where you would like to configure your data proxy

Configuring data proxy connectionsConfiguring data proxy connections
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Click ConfigureConfigure then input the data proxy host address and click SaveSave

To edit an existing data proxy connection, click the three-vertical-dot icon at the right of the
existing data proxy address, then click EditEdit, input the new address, and click SaveSave

To remove an existing data proxy connection, click the three-vertical-dot icon at the right of the
existing data proxy address, then click ClearClear
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What is a direct connectionWhat is a direct connection

All of the major cloud vendors offer some kind of direct connection into their cloud. Typically these are
available in 1G, 10G, or sometimes 100G connections at various different rates (typically billed per
hour).

The three major cloud vendors have branded their version of this functionality. They all operate
roughly the same way, even if the terminolgy is slightly different:

AWS Direct Connect
Azure Express Route
Google Interconnect

Why do I need a direct connection?Why do I need a direct connection?

Direct connections to your preferred cloud storage system is beneficial as it typically offers much
larger bandwidth connection to the cloud, allowing Igneous DataProtect to move much larger volumes
of data per day into the cloud. Igneous is capable of scaling out to saturate nearly any bandwidth
connection. Customers with large volumes of data generated or changed per day will need this extra
connectivity to ensure backup SLAs are maintained.

How does Igneous use a direct connection?How does Igneous use a direct connection?

Igneous can use the direct connect for any of the three public cloud vendors. However, there are
some extra steps required during network configuration to ensure that data goes into your cloud
storage over private IPs (rather than public IPs).

Please see the article in this KB section that shows how to configure Igneous to connect to the direct
connection for your preferred cloud vendor.

OverviewOverview
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Why do I need to configure the Igneous connection differently than my otherWhy do I need to configure the Igneous connection differently than my other
services?services?

AWS S3 storage is accessed using public object interfaces and does not have internal interfaces for
customers leveraging Direct Connects. This gap is filled by using an AWS Proxy Server for the data to
move through. Customers can direct specific applications or services with high reliability and security
to route traffic through this connection while leveraging the public internet for other less sensitive
applications.

Connecting Igneous to an AWS Proxy ServerConnecting Igneous to an AWS Proxy Server

Use of a proxy server will require Igneous proxy server support functionality. To leverage this
connection method, an AWS EC2 instance is instantiated with an HTTP/HTTPS proxy such as Squid
running on it. Since the EC2 IP space is BGP routable via VLAN attachment in AWS Direct Connect,
all traffic will automatically get routed through the connection into AWS. The traffic between the proxy
server and AWS S3 endpoints will stay within the AWS data center thus avoiding the default internet
gateway.

To find out how to configure a data proxy connection, visit our KB article that guides you through the
process.

Connecting Igneous to AWS Direct ConnectConnecting Igneous to AWS Direct Connect
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What is Microsoft Azure Private Link?What is Microsoft Azure Private Link?

Microsoft Azure Private Link is built on various building blocks to allow secure, flexible and highly
scalable connection between On-Premises and Cloud infrastructure. The two most commonly used
building blocks of Private Link are Azure Express Route and Azure Private Endpoint. Combining Azure
Express Route and Azure Private Endpoint, customers get better connection reliability, scalability,
lower latency and improved security for their data transfer.

Why is it important for protecting your data?Why is it important for protecting your data?

Microsoft Azure Archive Blob Store is accessed using public object interfaces and does not have
internal interfaces for customers leveraging Express Route. This gap is filled by usingAzure Private
Endpoint to create a virtual private route through Express Route for the data to move through.
Customers can direct specific applications or services with high reliability and security to route traffic
through this connection while leveraging the public internet for other less sensitive applications. There
are 2 options available for Igneous to achieve this.

Option 1 - Using Azure Private LinkOption 1 - Using Azure Private Link

In order for Igneous to leverage this feature, customers will need to configure a Virtual Network route
for connectivity. This can be achieved in the Microsoft Azure Portal (Create a resource > Networking >
Virtual network).

Once the Virtual Network has been created, a storage account with private endpoint needs to be
created (Create a resource > Storage > Storage account). During creation of the storage account, you
will be presented with the option to attach it to a network. Select Private Endpoint (Create a storage
account - Networking). Please choose to attach to the Virtual Network created earlier.

At this point, the connection is ready to be used. You now need to route traffic through the connection
and have the Igneous talk to the Private Endpoint. Your network administrator will need to configure
the network to route the specific storage account’s Private Endpoint IP through the Express Route
gateway. You should be able to check that the route is correct by running " telnet <Private Endpoint

IP> 443 ".

To have Igneous connect to the Private Endpoint instead of the publicly accessible IP address, it is
necessary to “override” the DNS response to “ <storageaccount>.blob.core.windows.net ”. This can

be performed by creating a DNS zone in the DNS server Igneous is using to resolve hostnames to be
the authoritative DNS server for the “blob.core.windows.net” domain. It will then return an A record
containing the Private Endpoint IP address when queried. Alternatively you can also utilize Azure's
built in Private DNS integration to provide name resolution to this zone.

Detailed instructions for creating this Private Link can be found here - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/private-link/create-private-endpoint-storage-portal#access-storage-account-privately-from-
the-vm

The VM configuration steps are optional as that is a demo configuration to verify private endpoint
connectivity.

Connecting Igneous to Azure Express RouteConnecting Igneous to Azure Express Route
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Option 2 - Leveraging an Azure Compute proxy serverOption 2 - Leveraging an Azure Compute proxy server

Use of a proxy server will require Igneous proxy server support functionality. To leverage this
connection method, an Azure Compute VM is instantiated with an HTTP/HTTPS proxy such as Squid
running on it. Since the Azure Compute VM IP space is BGP routable via VLAN attachment in Azure
Express Route, all traffic will automatically get routed through the connection into Azure. The traffic
between the proxy server and Azure Storage endpoints will stay within the Azure data center thus
avoiding the default internet gateway.
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What is Google VPC for private connectivity?What is Google VPC for private connectivity?

Google offers clients with dedicated connections to utilize VPCs to control access to APIs and
services. This allows for selective redirection of services to the dedicated connection while other
services can continue to leverage standard SSL secured public internet gateways. The most common
use of this service is for Google Object Storage so that applications can have fast dedicated
connectivity to the storage tier.

Supported dedicated connections to GCP includes -

Dedicated Interconnect
Partner Interconnect

There are 2 Google private access options as detailed here -
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/private-access-options#pga-onprem. Igneous leverages the Private
Google Access (a.k.a “restricted.googleapis.com”) option.

Why is it important for protecting your data?Why is it important for protecting your data?

Google Storage endpoints are available only in publicly accessible IP addresses. These IPs are also
shared by all applications within a network such as applications on mobile devices. Igneous customers
with Dedicated/Partner Interconnect (“direct connection”) to Google would prefer to route storage
traffic through the direct connection for both flexibility, security, and performance. Igneous supports 2
methods to get around this limitation.

Option 1 - Using Google's restricted.googleapis.com private IP spaceOption 1 - Using Google's restricted.googleapis.com private IP space

Igneous recommends leveraging Google's restricted IP space as it is currently tested and supported
by both Google and Igneous. This method also reduces scalability dependency as traffic increases.
Details of this connectivity method is detailed in this Google document - https://cloud.google.com/vpc-
service-controls/docs/set-up-private-connectivity

The basic requirements to enable this connectivity are

Request access to this IP space from Google
Configure routing to the 4 IP addresses through the dedicated/partner interconnect gateway
Configure a DNS server to respond with the appropriate IP address
Configure Igneous to use the new DNS server

Igneous has deployed this configuration with a customer using DNSMasq. The configuration for
DNSMasq includes this line

cname=googleapis.com,restricted.googleapis.com

This will rewrite all DNS requests going to *.googleapis.com (eg. www.googleapis.com,
storage.googleapis.com) to restricted.googleapis.com. The result will have Igneous connect to 1 of 4
IPs as listed below.

Connecting Igneous to Google InterconnectConnecting Igneous to Google Interconnect
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$ host restricted.googleapis.com

restricted.googleapis.com has address 199.36.153.4

restricted.googleapis.com has address 199.36.153.5

restricted.googleapis.com has address 199.36.153.6

restricted.googleapis.com has address 199.36.153.7

Full details for configuring DNSMasq can be found in its “man pages”. One mirror is here:
http://www.thekelleys.org.uk/dnsmasq/docs/dnsmasq-man.html

Two other alternatives are documented in the Google document:

Cloud DNS (in GCP for ease of use across multiple data centers)
A custom BIND DNS configuration.

Option 2 - Leveraging a Google Compute Proxy serverOption 2 - Leveraging a Google Compute Proxy server

Use of a proxy server will require Igneous proxy server support. To leverage this connection method, a
Google Compute Engine (GCE) will be stood up and to run an HTTP/HTTPS proxy such as Squid.
Since the GCE IP space is BGP routable via VLAN attachment in the partner interconnect, all traffic
will automatically get routed through the connection into GCP. The traffic between the Proxy server
and GCS endpoints will stay within the GCP data center thus avoiding the default internet gateway.
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Igneous Data Protect can be managed entirely using a web browser. An invitation email should have
been sent to your registered email address to complete your account creation. Once the account has
been created, you can use the credential to login to Igneous.

Open a browser window to https://cloud.igneous.io

Sign in using the credentials you created (email and password)

Logging inLogging in
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Adding additional administrators to manage Igneous Data Protect is very easy.

Login to Igneous

Click on the Gear Icon on the bottom left

Select Account Information

Adding a New UserAdding a New User
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Click on Add User

Enter the new administrator's First Name, Last Name and Email address in the fields

Click Invite

The new administrator will receive an invitation email with instructions to complete registration
and credentials creation.
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When the new administrator clicks on the link in the email, they will be taken to
https://cloud.igneous.io to create a strong password

Click on Save

Read and accept the End User License Agreement
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Adding an Isilon System to IgneousAdding an Isilon System to Igneous
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Select Isilon athe type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the System Zone hostname (Access Zones hostname does not support the necessary
RBAC) and root user credentials. Note : The credential is never stored and used only once to

create an "Igneous" user with the appropriate RBAC roles to manage backup capabilities.

Click Continue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for export
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A summary of exports found on the system will be displayed. We recommend leaving the
default system policy as "Unprotected" unless you wish to apply the same backup policy to
every export in the system at this time. Click on Complete adding system to finalize the add.
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Adding a NetApp 7-mode system to IgneousAdding a NetApp 7-mode system to Igneous
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Select NetApp 7 Mode as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the Admin hostname and root user credentials. Note : The credential is never stored and

used only once to create an "Igneous" user with the appropriate RBAC roles to manage
backup capabilities.

Click Continue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for export
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A summary of exports found on the system will be displayed. We recommend leaving the
default system policy as "Unprotected" unless you wish to apply the same backup policy to
every export in the system at this time. Click on Complete adding system to finalize the add.
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Adding a NetApp C-mode system to IgneousAdding a NetApp C-mode system to Igneous
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Select NetApp Cluster Mode as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the Admin hostname and root user credentials. Note : The credential is never stored and

used only once to create an "Igneous" user with the appropriate RBAC roles to manage
backup capabilities.

Click Continue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for export
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A summary of exports found on the system will be displayed. We recommend leaving the
default system policy as "Unprotected" unless you wish to apply the same backup policy to
every export in the system at this time. Click on Complete adding system to finalize the add.
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Adding a Pure FlashBlade to IgneousAdding a Pure FlashBlade to Igneous
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Select Pure FlashBlade as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the Admin hostname, API token and data interfaces.

The Pure FlashBlade API token can be obtained using the CLI

ir@flashbade-2:~$ pureadmin list --api-token --expose

Name     API Token                            Created                   Expires

ir       T-00abcdef-345a-itus-123456789abc    2018-01-23 22:43:33 PST   -
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Click Continue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for export

A summary of exports found on the system will be displayed. We recommend leaving the
default system policy as "Unprotected" unless you wish to apply the same backup policy to
every export in the system at this time. Click on Complete adding system to finalize the add.
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Adding a Qumulo system to IgneousAdding a Qumulo system to Igneous
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Select Qumulo as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the Admin hostname and root user credentials. Note : The credential is never stored and

used only once to create an "Igneous" user with the appropriate RBAC roles to manage
backup capabilities.

Click Continue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for export
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A summary of exports found on the system will be displayed. We recommend leaving the
default system policy as "Unprotected" unless you wish to apply the same backup policy to
every export in the system at this time. Click on Complete adding system to finalize the add.
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Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems

Select Generic NFSGeneric NFS as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Adding a Generic NFS system to IgneousAdding a Generic NFS system to Igneous
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Enter the Hostname that serves the NFS end point.

Click ContinueContinue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for exports and complete the
import process

Permission settingsPermission settings

Generic NAS systems do not have API integration with Igneous, thus requires manual intervention to allow
backups to be performed. For each NFS export that will need to be backed up, you will need to add the
no_root_squash  parameter to the export options. It is recommended to only add this option to the export

targeting Igneous source IP addresses so that only Igneous is capable of reading or writing to the export as the
root user.
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Generic SMB requirementsGeneric SMB requirements

Igneous can support non-API integrated systems using SMB with a few conditions.

Snapshot requirementsSnapshot requirements

Because of the file locking issues associated with reading live file systems over SMB, Igneous will rely
on reading reading the most recent snapshot on your SMB source. This means that Igneous can
support your SMB source without API integration if:

Your SMB file system can take snapshots
Your SMB file system takes snapshots on a schedule

Daily snapshots is typically sufficient

Your SMB file system can retain snapshots for the duration of tasks
DataDiscover scans and DataProtect incremental backups typically only require
retaining snapshots for a few days, at most
Level-0 backups and archive tasks may require retaining snapshots for longer periods,
depending on the amount of data being moved

Active Directory Credentials RequirementsActive Directory Credentials Requirements

Additionally, in order to access your file system over SMB, Igneous will need a valid set of credentials
created for Igneous in your Active Directory. The credentials created for Igneous within your AD must
have the following roles:

Administrator (member of Administrator or Domain Admins)
Backup Operator

The username field of the credentials may take the form:

domain\userdomain\user
username@domainusername@domain
usernameusername

If you enter a username without a domain, Igneous assumes you are using a
standalone server or are using local NTLM credentials.

If your authentication method uses kerberosIf your authentication method uses kerberos:
Do not use an IP address for the host name when importing your SMB system. Igneous requires that
the DNS subdomain has been properly delegated.

For example, if importing the server “myserver” from the NT domain “domain.example.com”, then the
hostname would be “myserver.domain.example.com” and the user would be
“mybackupuser@domain.example.com”

Supported Platforms :

Adding a Generic SMB system to IgneousAdding a Generic SMB system to Igneous
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Dell Unity
Synology
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 and above

Unsupported Platforms :

FreeNAS/TrueNAS
Quantum StorNext

All other platforms not listed above have not been tested by Igneous and may not perform as
expected.

Steps to import a Generic SMB systemSteps to import a Generic SMB system

Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Click on + Add systems+ Add systems
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Select Generic SMBGeneric SMB as the type of NAS you would like to add to Igneous.

Enter the IP address or hostname that serves the SMB end point.
Enter the AD credentials created for Igneous as described above.

Click ContinueContinue and Igneous will begin scanning the system for exports and complete the
import process
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Igneous Data Protect automatically scans all known systems every 24 hours to identify all available
exports or shares on the primary NAS platforms. Users can manually trigger an export list refresh
should it be necessary to see the newly created export/shares immediately.

Login to Igneous.

Click Systems in the left navigation bar

Hover mouse over the system of interest to expose the refresh icon to the right of the system
name.

Refreshing the list of exports and sharesRefreshing the list of exports and shares
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Click Refresh systemRefresh system to initiate an export list refresh.

All current exports or shares that are reachable by Igneous should appear on the systems
page within a few minutes.

If all exports or shares on the primary NAS do not appear after a few minutes, try doing
a hard refresh of the page (Command+Shift+R on Mac, Cntrl+F5 on Windows).
If all exports or shares on the primary NAS still do not appear on the systems page
after a hard refresh, confirm the missing exports are mountable on your primary
systems, and that the Igneous has read/write permissions.
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See all currently protected or unprotected dataSee all currently protected or unprotected data

Login to Igneous
Select Systems from the left navigation menu

To see all datasets with a backup policy applied, click the ProtectedProtected filter badge at the top of
the screen. To see all datasets without a backup policy, click the UnprotectedUnprotected filter badge.

All systems will include a count on the right side showing how many datasets are present, and
how many are currently protect.
In addition, any individual dataset with an active backup policy will display an icon to the right
of the file path.

Filtering systems and exportsFiltering systems and exports
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Search and filter exportsSearch and filter exports

Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu
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Click into the filter text field to open the filter menu. If desired, select the filter type you want.
The options include:

Namespace - filter the displayed exports to only paths within a namespaces or SVM
that include a keyword
Path - filter the displayed exports to only paths that include a keyword
Policy - filter the displayed exports to only paths currently protected by a policy that
includes a keyword
Status - filter the displayed exports based on protection status, if there is an active
copy task, or if the export is stale
System - filter the displayed exports to only paths within a specific imported system
Protocol - filter the displayed exports based on file protocol
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Typing in a keyword without applying a filter type will create a Global filter that will return
keyword matches of any type.

Type in your desired keyword, or choose from the options in the drop down menu, then press
enter to apply the filter. The list of exports displayed on the systems page will now only show
results that match your criteria.

To remove the filter, either click into the filter text field and hit backspace twice, or click the xx on
the right of the badge in the filter text field.

To add filters to further limit the results, click into the filter text field, and add a new filter.

Adding multiple type filters will only return results that match both criteria (AND filter)
Including two filters of the same type will return results that match any of your applied
filters (OR filter)
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Engineered to provide comprehensive data protection and archive capabilities across an
organization’s full portfolio of unstructured data, Igneous™ DataProtect™ offers a high-performance
data-movement engine that can protect and archive unstructured data, at any scale, directly to any
public cloud platform and storage tier.

Igneous DataProtect can be deployed either as a virtual machine for standalone use, or by activating it
as a new service on an existing on-premises Igneous instance. Once deployed, Igneous DataProtect
can be configured with backup and archive policies to protect NFS and SMB/CIFS exports on all
registered NAS systems, using the simplicity and capacity of the public cloud as a backup and archive
target.

Depending on NAS and WAN capabilities, DataProtect’s data mover can protect datasets on any NAS
system, and offers API-level integration – including automated export discovery, snapshot
management, permissions management, and network path optimization – with Dell EMC Isilon™,
NetApp FAS™, Pure Storage FlashBlade™, and Qumulo QF2™ platforms.

OverviewOverview
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A data protection solution is only effective if the backup and archive data is secure, immutable, and
preferably geographically redundant. The most common causes of data loss are hardware and
software failure, human error, malicious actions, and natural disasters. Backup and archive data are
susceptible to these causes just like primary data.

How does Igneous protect against data lossHow does Igneous protect against data loss

SecuritySecurity

Igneous services delivered on a virtual machine will generate a single global metadata index. This
metadata index is hosted in the Igneous cloud service, and is single teneted per customer. Additionally,
this metadata index is encrypted in-flight and at rest in the cloud, ensuring complete end-to-end
security of metadata.

Igneous DataProtect customers that write data to the cloud can also ensure their data is encrypted
end-to-end. All traffic is encrypted in-flight. Backup and archive data is always stored in your cloud
account. Enabling encryption is as simple as logging into your cloud vendor portal, identifying the
buckets used by Igneous, and enabling the encryption available through your cloud vendor. This will
not impact the DataProtect service, and will provide an extra layer of security to your backup and
archive data.

ImmutabilityImmutability

Igneous DataProtect writes data to the cloud, local S3 storage, or Supermicro/HPE appliances as
immutable objects. This means no data is ever altered in place. Any alterations causes a new object to
be created rather than modifying existing objects. This immutability means that Igneous customers are
protected against ransomware or other malicious actions as historical virtual fulls will remain
uneffected by these attacks.

Customers using local NFS storage to store their backup and archive data can still ensure their data is
immutable. They will need to ensure that only Igneous is given permission to write to the export(s)
which are used to store backup data.

Geographically redundantGeographically redundant

Igneous DataProtect customers can take advantage of the simplicity of writing data to the cloud in
order to protect against natural disasters and other geographically focused data loss events. All
Igneous virtual machines are completely stateless; data is hosted in your preferred destination, and
metadata is hosted in the Igneous cloud. If an event occurs that compromises the local environment, a
new VM can quickly be created and data can be restored from the cloud to any NAS system, or even
an NFS or SMB end point within the cloud.

How is my data protected on Igneous?How is my data protected on Igneous?
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Login to Igneous
Select the Policies link from the left-hand menu

Click on the Create Policy button

Creating Backup PoliciesCreating Backup Policies
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Select the Backup option

Adjust the Backup frequency to twice a day, daily, weekly, every two weeks, monthly, or never
(i.e., only run manually)
Edit a time window from start to end when Igneous may scheduled the tasks assigned to this
policy and click X when complete

Select your desired target from the target dropdown. If you are using a cloud target and would
like to name your own bucket, or specify an existing bucket, see "Choosing a Bucket." If your
desired target is not in the drop down, please refer to the "configuring targets" section of the
knowledge base.
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Modify the Retention for this policy by selecting an option from the drop down or by selecting
Custom and entering a custom retention period in days

If you would like your backup to be written to multiple places, select the orange "+" symbol to
the right

For dual-write backups where data is written to two locations simultaneously, select
BackupBackup option from the secondary action drop down. We recommend this action for
the majority of multi-backup target use cases.
To replicate data from the first destination to a second destination, select the
ReplicateReplicate option from the secondary action drop down.

Give the policy a custom name if desired or leave the automatically chosen name and click
Save to complete
To cancel creating the policy click the X in the top right of the screen or click Cancel at the
bottom of the screen
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Login to Igneous
Select the Policies link from the left-hand menu

Click on the Create Policy button

Select the Archive option
Adjust the Archival retention duration

Creating Archive PoliciesCreating Archive Policies
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If you have replication enabled, you can add replication to a backup policy by clicking the
orange + symbol to the right of the policy options
To add your cloud replication target, select + Add cloud target from the replication drop down
menu

Select your public cloud provider, and input the credentials created on your cloud account to
give Igneous access. Please refer to the Getting Started section on creating the various public

cloud provider accounts.
Once you have selected your cloud account, select the desired tier and region if applicable, for
your replicated data from the drop down

Give the policy a custom name if desired or leave the automatically chosen name and click
Save to complete
To cancel creating the policy click the X in the top right of the screen or click Cancel at the
bottom of the screen
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Igneous supports writing backup and archive data to many targets, both locally and in the cloud. The
targets available are:

Igneous hardware (appliance based customers only)
AWS
Microsoft Azure
Google Cloud Storage
Wasabi
Any S3-compliant storage system
Any NFS storage system

Each target is enabled by Igneous individually. If you do not have one of these options and would like
to begin writing your protected data to a new destination, let us know by submitting a Help request.

Targets OverviewTargets Overview
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Igneous supports placing objects directly in to different AWS object storage tiers. All currently
supported AWS Object tiers are S3 and S3 IA, Glacier and Deep Glacier. To support replication to
AWS S3, a cloud account needs to be created in Igneous. To do so, simply follow the below steps.

Login to Igneous
Select Policies in the left hand navigation menu
Select Create Policy
Select Backup policy
Click the + icon to the right of the retention setting for on-premises storage
Click on Select a cloud target and select Add a new provider
Select Amazon AWS and fill in the data accordingly

To obtain the necessary information, login to your AWS IAM console.
You can use an existing user if the user was created with a Programmatic access ("Enables an
access key ID and secret access key for the AWS API, CLI, SDK, and other development
tools."), otherwise a new user will need to be created.
Note :
The field mapping of Igneous to AWS are as follows. Please be aware that Secret Access Key
is only shown once during Access Key creation, if you lose it, you will need to create a new
Access Key.

IgneousIgneous AWSAWS
Display Name Username
Access Key ID Accesskey
Secret Access Key Secret Access Key

Login to AWS Console

Configuring an AWS targetConfiguring an AWS target
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Select IAM (Identity and Access Management) console

Create a new user and assign programmatic access
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Set the appropriate Permission for the user. You will need to be an admin to perform this step.
It is recommended to grant full storage administrator role to the User.

Assign default tags if appropriate

Click next to complete creation of the user.

Once the Aws Cloud account is created, the various supported storage tiers will auto populate
for you to select.
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Igneous supports uploading objects directly to various Microsoft Azure storage tiers including Azure
Archive Blobs. Uploading to Azure Archive Blobs require a 2 step upload process - uploading to either
Hot or Cold tiers and issuing additional API calls to move the object to Archive Blob store. Igneous
strives to leverage the most economical upload methodology thus we would upload to Hot tier and
immediately issue the API call to move the object to Archive Blobs. This avoids storage cost at the Hot
tier as well as the early access penalty of the Cold tier.

Setting up a policy to write to AzureSetting up a policy to write to Azure

To create a Microsoft Azure cloud account

Login to Igneous
Select Policies in the left hand navigation menu
Select Create Policy
Select Backup policy
Click the + icon to the right of the retention setting for on-premises storage
Click on Select a cloud target and select Add a new provider
Select Microsoft Azure

Note: The Igneous to Microsoft Azure account field mapping is as follows

IgneousIgneous Microsoft AzureMicrosoft Azure
Account name Azure account username
Secret Key Storage resource Secret Key

Configuring a Microsoft Azure TargetConfiguring a Microsoft Azure Target
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The secret key for the account is created at the Storage Resource level. In the below screenshot, it is
found in "Settings" -> "Access Keys" for the blobstorage resource. Either key can be used.

Once the account is created, the various available storage tiers for the account will be
available for your choosing.
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Igneous supports uploading objects directly to various Google Cloud Platform Object storage tiers.
Igneous strives to leverage the most economical upload methodology thus we have direct integration
with GCP to upload objects directly into Cold Tiers.

To create a GCP access account

Login to Igneous
Select Policies in the left hand navigation menu
Select Create Policy
Select Backup policy
Click the + icon to the right of the retention setting for on-premises storage
Click on Select a cloud target and select Add a new provider
Select Google Cloud Platform

You will need to download the JSON key from your Google Cloud Platform Service Account
page.

Login to Google Cloud Platform console

Configuring a Google Cloud targetConfiguring a Google Cloud target
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Create a new project or select an existing project to use

Go to IAM & admin

Click on Service accounts

Create a new service account
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Assign the Storage Admin permission to the account

Create key and download as JSON format. This is the JSON key that is needed by Igneous.
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Once the Google Cloud Platform account has been created, the various supported Storage
Tiers will appear for your choosing.
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Login to your Wasabi account.
Navigate to your Users page, and create a new User for Igneous. Be sure to enable
Programmatic access. Add it to any groups you want.

Make sure that the Wasabi user associated with your Igneous account is given the
WasabiFullAccessWasabiFullAccess Policy. Then finish creating the user.

Configuring a Wasabi TargetConfiguring a Wasabi Target
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Store the username, access key, and secret key for the user.

Login to Igneous, create or edit your desired backup or archive policy

From the destination drop down, select + Add destination+ Add destination

From the new desination drop down, select Other S3Other S3

Enter the credentials stored from Wasabi:

Display NameDisplay Name is a unique name only used by Igneous that you can create to
differentiate between credentials.
EndpointEndpoint is the Wasabi S3 URL for your desired region. URLs for all Wasabi regions
can be found here
Access Key IDAccess Key ID is the Wasabi access key for the Igneous user
Secret Access KeySecret Access Key is the Wasabi secret key for the Igneous user
RegionRegion must be an exact character match to the region of your endpoint (including
dashes).

Click Save credentialsSave credentials to complete the configuration. Your chosen display name will now
appear as a Destination option for any backup and archive policies.
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Login to your Oracle Cloud account.

Navigate to your Users page, and create a new User for Igneous.

Configuring an Oracle Object Storage targetConfiguring an Oracle Object Storage target
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Generate a Customer Secret Key for the user

Store the access key, and secret key for the user.
Note :Note :  S3 compatibility defaults to creating bucket in the "root" compartment for your tenancy.

It is recommended to create a specific compartment for use with S3 compatible clients. You
can designate a compartment for S3 compatibility use according to this page.

Login to Igneous, create or edit your desired backup or archive policy

From the destination drop down, select + Add destination+ Add destination
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From the new desination drop down, select Other S3Other S3

Enter the credentials stored from Oracle:

Display NameDisplay Name is a unique name only used by Igneous that you can create to
differentiate between credentials.
EndpointEndpoint is the Oracle AWS S3 compatible URL for your desired region. Oracle uses
an unique namespace identifier to route your account. The procedure to obtain the
complete endpoint is as follows -

Obtain your namespace by following this instruction Understanding
Namespaces
The region list is available here.

Access Key IDAccess Key ID is the Oracle access key for the Igneous user
Secret Access KeySecret Access Key is the Oracle secret key for the Igneous user
RegionRegion is optional but is best to match your region of choice such as "us-phoenix-1".

Click Save credentialsSave credentials to complete the configuration. Your chosen display name will now
appear as a Destination option for any backup and archive policies.
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Login to Igneous, create or edit your desired backup or archive policy

From the destination drop down, select + Add destination+ Add destination

From the new desination drop down, select Other S3Other S3

Enter the following information generated by your S3-compliant storage system:

Display NameDisplay Name is a unique name only used by Igneous that you can create to
differentiate between credentials.
EndpointEndpoint is the S3 URL or endpoint
Access Key IDAccess Key ID is the S3 access key
Secret Access KeySecret Access Key is the S3 secret key
RegionRegion is only used for Wasabi users. Leave it blank

Click Save credentialsSave credentials to complete the configuration. Your chosen display name will now
appear as a Destination option for any backup and archive policies.

Configuring an S3 TargetConfiguring an S3 Target
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Login to Igneous, create or edit your desired backup or archive policy

From the destination drop down, select + Add destination+ Add destination

From the new desination drop down, select NFSNFS (if you do not have this option, submit a help
ticket and let us know you want to start using this destination)

Enter the NFS endpoint information:

Display NameDisplay Name is only used in the Igneous UI to help you remember the destination
HostHost is the hostname for the NFS destination
PathPath is the filepath for the export where you want Igneous to store your data

Click Save credentialsSave credentials to complete the configuration. Your chosen display name will now
appear as a destination option for backup or archive policies.

Configuring an NFS targetConfiguring an NFS target
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What does WORM do?What does WORM do?

Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) is a specific kind of data protection policy that allows administrators
to add an extra layer of protection against data loss. WORM protection means that once data is
written, it cannot be altered or removed by anyone until the end of the determined policy. This includes
both Igneous users as well as the Igneous service or engineers.

Enabling WORM protection on data means that the data will remain in the location it is written to, no
matter what. This can have some long-term cost implications, so please be sure that your WORM
protection is configured properly, and that you are applying WORM protection to only the data where
this extra layer of protection is needed.

When is WORM used?When is WORM used?

WORM protection is typically only used in specific industries or use cases that have a requirement for
long-term immutability to protect against malicious actions that violate regulations (such as financial
records subject to SEC 17a-4).

How does Igneous support WORM protection?How does Igneous support WORM protection?

WORM protection is a feature provided by your storage vendor. For most Igneous customers, this
means enabling WORM on the destination where your backup and archive data is written, such as
AWS, Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Storage. For some customers who have Igneous Application
Service Routers and Databoxes installed in their data centers (rather than virtual machines), WORM
can be enabled on Igneous-provided storage in your backup and archive policies.

Please see the other articles in this section for specific guides on how to enable WORM for your
storage provider.

WORM ProtectionWORM Protection
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LimitationsLimitations

This guide is only applicable when writing data to Igneous provided hardware. If your Igneous service
is provided by a virtual machine, or you have configured your policy to write data to AWS, Microsoft
Azure, Google Cloud Storage, another object provider, or a generic NFS destination, this guide does
not apply, and you will not see the WORM option in your policy creation wizard.

For assistance configuring WORM protection for backup or archive data written to one of these
storage providers, please refer to the Igneous knowledgebase article for your storage provider.

How to set up WORM protection on backup or archive data stored on Igneous-How to set up WORM protection on backup or archive data stored on Igneous-
provided storageprovided storage

Login to Igneous
Select the Policies link from the left-hand menu

Configuring Igneous-provided Storage for WORM protectionConfiguring Igneous-provided Storage for WORM protection
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Click on the Create Policy

Select either BackupBackup or ArchiveArchive from the Policy Type drop down.
Configure your backup or archive policy with the appropriate settings for your use case.
Under the retention period, click the text that says WORM protectionWORM protection.

Within the WORM pop-up, check the box that says Enable WORM protectionEnable WORM protection.

Click anywhere outside of the WORM pop-up and confirm that your policy now has a WORMWORM
badge.

Click SaveSave to finish creating your policy.
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Igneous supports uploading objects directly to various Microsoft Azure storage tiers including Azure
Archive Blobs. Uploading to Azure Archive Blobs require a 2 step upload process - uploading to either
Hot or Cold tiers and issuing additional API calls to move the object to Archive Blob store. Igneous
strives to leverage the most economical upload methodology thus we would upload to Hot tier and
immediately issue the API call to move the object to Archive Blobs. This avoids storage cost at the Hot
tier as well as the early access penalty of the Cold tier.

Setting up a policy to write to AzureSetting up a policy to write to Azure

To create a Microsoft Azure cloud account

Login to Igneous
Select Policies in the left hand navigation menu
Select Create Policy
Select Backup policy
Click the + icon to the right of the retention setting for on-premises storage
Click on Select a cloud target and select Add a new provider
Select Microsoft Azure

Note: The Igneous to Microsoft Azure account field mapping is as follows

IgneousIgneous Microsoft AzureMicrosoft Azure
Account name Azure account username
Secret Key Storage resource Secret Key

Configuring a Microsoft Azure Target for ImmutabilityConfiguring a Microsoft Azure Target for Immutability
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The secret key for the account is created at the Storage Resource level. In the below screenshot, it is
found in "Settings" -> "Access Keys" for the blobstorage resource. Either key can be used.

Once the account is created, the various available storage tiers for the account will be
available for your choosing.

Enabling WORM on AzureEnabling WORM on Azure

Azure Blob Storage allows users to enable Write Once Read Many (WORM) settings to ensure
compliance with regulatory and SLA requirements. This functionality can be enabled on data written
by Igneous to Azure.

Please be awarePlease be aware once WORM is enabled on a storage container, it cannot be removed. All data
written into that container will be protected by WORM, and cannot be expired or removed from the
cloud by you or Igneous until the retention period is complete.

The steps in this guide are also available from Microsoft here.

Azure WORM GuideAzure WORM Guide
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Once data has been written to Azure, select the existing container that contains the blobs that
need to be kept in the immutable state.

Igneous will create a container within the account created for Igneous
The container name will typically being with "Igneous-"
Igneous only creates one container per account and writes all data backed up or
archived with that account to that container

Select Access policy in the container settings. Then select Add policy under Immutable blob
storage.

To enable time-based retention, select Time-based retention from the drop-down menu.
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Enter the retention interval in days (acceptable values are 1 to 146000 days). The initial state
of the policy is unlocked allowing you to test the feature and make changes to the policy
before you lock it. Locking the policy is essential for compliance with regulations like SEC 17a-
4.

Lock the policy. Right-click the ellipsis (...), and select Lock Policy and confirm the lock. The
policy is now locked and cannot be deleted, only extensions of the retention interval will be
allowed. Blob deletes and overrides are not permitted.
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Alternatively, to enable legal holds, select Add Policy. Select Legal hold from the drop-down
menu.

Create a legal hold with one or more tags.

To clear a legal hold, remove the applied legal hold identifier tag.
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The Systems view provides a simple and intuitive interface to manage data protection requirements
for all exports/shares of NAS systems known to Igneous.

Backing up exports and sharesBacking up exports and shares
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Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system. There will be . one row per
export or share. The information contained in each row, from left to right, is:

SVM or Namespace
Path
Capacity on source - this will reflect the capacity of the share on your primary system
at the time of the most recent backup or archive
Protocol on source
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Select the export that you want to backup. This will cause the right-hand menu to appear.

To protect the dataset with a backup policy, select your configured backup policy from the
ProtectionProtection drop down menu, then click ApplyApply. This dataset will be backed up according to
the frequency of your selected frequency.

To manually execute a backup, select the Run Policy NowRun Policy Now option from the right hand actions
menu after the backup policy has been applied.
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The Systems view provides a simple and intuitive interface to manage data protection requirements
for all exports/shares of NAS systems known to Igneous.

Backing up directoriesBacking up directories
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Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system. There will be . one row per
export or share. The information contained in each row, from left to right, is:

SVM or Namespace
Path
Capacity on source - this will reflect the capacity of the share on your primary system
at the time of the most recent backup or archive
Protocol on source
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Select the export that contains the directory that you want to backup. This will cause the right-
hand menu to appear.

Select the Backup DirectoryBackup Directory option from the right-hand menu. This will take you to the Set

Policy for Directories fly-in.

Select your configured backup policy from the backup drop down menu.
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Add the file path of the directory you want to protect, and hit enter. If the filepath is valid, it will
be added to the cart space below. To add multiple filepaths, type the additional file path and hit
enter after each. All filepaths will be displayed in the path cart.

To apply the policies to the selected directories, click Apply PolicyApply Policy. These directories will now
appear on the systems page, and will be backed up according to the frequency set in the
backup policy applied. Directories can be distinguished from exports or shares by the icon on
the far left of each row.

To change the backup policy of a previously protected directory, click on the directory in the
systems page, then change the protection policy in the right hand menu. To manually execute
a backup, select the Run Policy NowRun Policy Now option from the right hand actions menu after the
backup policy has been applied.
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Applying backup policies to multiple volumesApplying backup policies to multiple volumes

Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Protecting multiple exports at onceProtecting multiple exports at once
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Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system and click on an export that
you want to protect.

Hold CNTRLCNTRL on Windows, or CommandCommand on Mac, then click the second export you want to
protect with the same policy. Continue to hold CNTRL/Command and clicking exports until you
have selected all exports you want to protect with a single policy.
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Alernatively, hold ShiftShift and click the last export you want to select all export between the first
selected export and the last selected export.

Hold CNTRLCNTRL on Windows, or CommandCommand on Mac, then click any selected export that you do

not want to protect with the same policy.

When all exports you want to protect with a single policy are selected, select your desired
policy from the ProtectionProtection drop down on the right, then click ApplyApply.
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To manually kick off multiple backups at once, select the group of exports that are already

protected by a backup policy, then click Run Policy NowRun Policy Now from the ActionsActions menu on the right.
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Directory exclusion processDirectory exclusion process

Excluding directories from backupsExcluding directories from backups
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Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system. There will be . one row per
export or share. The information contained in each row, from left to right, is:

SVM or Namespace
Path
Capacity on source - this will reflect the capacity of the share on your primary system
at the time of the most recent backup or archive
Protocol on source
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Select the export that contains the directory that you want to exclude. This will cause the right-
hand menu to appear.

Select the Set Backup ExclusionsSet Backup Exclusions option from the right-hand menu. This will take you to the
Dataset details fly-in.

Add the file path of the directory you want to exclude, and hit enter. If the filepath is valid, it will
be added to the cart space below. To add multiple filepaths, type the additional file path and hit
enter after each. All filepaths will be displayed in the path cart.

These directories will now be excluded from any backup of a parent directory or export. Exit
the Dataset details experience by clicking the XX in the top right of the screen.
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Archive processArchive process

Archiving exports and sharesArchiving exports and shares
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Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system. There will be . one row per
export or share. The information contained in each row, from left to right, is:

SVM or Namespace
Path
Capacity on source - this will reflect the capacity of the share on your primary system
at the time of the most recent backup or archive
Protocol on source
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Select the export that you want to archive. This will cause the right-hand menu to appear.

To archive the dataset with a backup policy, click ArchiveArchive from the right hand actions menu.
This will take you to the archive fly-in experience.

Select your preferred archive policy from the policy drop down menu at the top of the screen.

To archive the entire export or share, click Archive full exportArchive full export in the empty cart space in the
middle of the screen.
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If desired, leave the Email on completionEmail on completion box checked, and confirm or edit the email you
would like to be notified upon completion of an archive. NoteNote: archives do not automatically
remove datasets from your source system. It is up to storage administrators to clean up
archived datasets after archives have been completed by Igneous.

Select Start ArchiveStart Archive  to begin the archive task.
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Archive processArchive process

Archiving directoriesArchiving directories
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Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

The Systems view will open listing the discovered NAS Systems. If data has previously been
archived, a new "Igneous" system will appear at the top with all previously archived datasets
listed within it.

Click on any system to reveal the exports/shares on that system. There will be . one row per
export or share. The information contained in each row, from left to right, is:

SVM or Namespace
Path
Capacity on source - this will reflect the capacity of the share on your primary system
at the time of the most recent backup or archive
Protocol on source
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Select the export that contains the data you want to archive. This will cause the right-hand
menu to appear.
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Click ArchiveArchive from the right hand actions menu. This will take you to the archive fly-in
experience.

Select your preferred archive policy from the policy drop down menu at the top of the screen.

Add the file path of the directory you want to archive, and hit enter. If the filepath is valid, it will
be added to the cart space below. To archive multiple filepaths, type the additional file path
and hit enter after each. All filepaths will be displayed in the path cart.

If desired, leave the Email on completionEmail on completion box checked, and confirm or edit the email you
would like to be notified upon completion of an archive. NoteNote: archives do not automatically
remove datasets from your source system. It is up to storage administrators to clean up
archived datasets after archives have been completed by Igneous.

Select Start ArchiveStart Archive  to begin the archive task
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See all current and historical activitiesSee all current and historical activities

Login to Igneous

Click on the Activities icon in the left navigation bar

Currently running and queued tasks will be at the top of the screen. Current tasks will include
the following information: Status, Objects processed, Source file path, Destination, Start time,
Policy

Understanding activitiesUnderstanding activities
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Historical tasks will be below active tasks. Historical tasks will include the following
information: Status, Completion time, Source file path, Destination, Last run (start time), Files
moved, Capacity moved, Task duration, Policy

Click on any historical task to expose additional information about the task.

If desired, click the badges at the top the filter the list of tasks by type and status. Available
features include:

Task status: All, Completed, Cancelled, Failed
Task type: All, Backup, Restore, Archive, Copy

To cancel an active tasks, simply click on ActionsActions to the right of the activity and select
CancelCancel. To browse the data moved by that task so far, click BrowseBrowse or click the destination
filepath in the activity row.

To re-run a historical task, click on ActionsActions to the right of the activity and select Re-runRe-run. To
browse the data moved by that task, click BrowseBrowse or click the destination filepath in the
activity row.
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Replication activities are constantly running, and are not included in the default view.

See all activity for a specific exportSee all activity for a specific export

Login to Igneous

Select Systems from the left navigation menu

Find the export or share that you are interested in. Click on the export or share, then navigate
to the right hand menu and click View ActivityView Activity  at the bottom of the menu (Note that this option
will only appear after a backup has occured).
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This will take you to the activities page with a filtered list showing only activities involving that
particular export or share.
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Igneous Data Protect provides a time machine view in the event you need to restore the entire data
set to a specific version or date. The steps to do is very simple.

Login to Igneous

Click on Systems and expand the system of interest to get to the export view

Click on the export you want to restore to display the right hand menu

Click on RestoreRestore and you will be presented with the time machine view for the export

Resting your mouse pointer on the selected date navigator on the left will bring up the Full
Restore link.

Performing a full restorePerforming a full restore
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Click the Full Restore link to bring up the Restore user interface.

Here you can choose a system, share/export and optionally a subdirectory in the path to
restore the data to.
Notes :

If restoring data backed up using SMB, the target must be a system known to Igneous.
Data backed up using NFS can be restored to a system that has not been added to Igneous.
An "Enter custom target" link will be shown below the System drop down when available.

NFS data can only be restored to an NFS target and SMB data can only be restored to a SMB
target.
Data backed up using Isilon Mixed mode can be restored to either an NFS (only UNIX style
mode bits permission is restored) or SMB (SMB ACLs permission set is restored) target.

Click Start restore to begin the process.
Restore progress can be monitored in the Activities page.
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Warning :
Pay attention to the Location column in the time machine view. Igneous prioritizes restoring data from
the on-premises Igneous data store before recalling from the Cloud to reduce cost. If data is not
cached locally, Igneous will automatically recall from the Cloud. Users are able to prefer to recall from
the Cloud regardless if data is cached locally. This will incur additional Cloud access cost.
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Igneous Data Protect includes the ability to restore a single file or an entire subdirectory in a backed
up export. There are 2 approaches to achieving this goal - via Data Search or the exports view. Below
we will document the exports view method which is most commonly used if you already know what you
want to restore.

Login to Igneous
Click on Systems and expand the system of interest to get to the export view

Click on the export you want to restore to display the right hand menu

Click on RestoreRestore and you will be presented with the time machine view for the export

Restoring a specific file or directoryRestoring a specific file or directory
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Resting your mouse pointer on the file of interest will bring up the Restore link.

Click the Restore link to bring up the Restore user interface.

Here you can choose a system, share/export and optionally a subdirectory in the path to
restore the data to.
Notes :
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If restoring data backed up using SMB, the target must be a system known to Igneous.
Data backed up using NFS can be restored to a system that has not been added to Igneous.
An "Enter custom target" link will be shown below the System drop down when available.

NFS data can only be restored to an NFS target and SMB data can only be restored to a SMB
target.
Data backed up using Isilon Mixed mode can be restored to either an NFS (only UNIX style
mode bits permission is restored) or SMB (SMB ACLs permission set is restored) target.

Click Start restore to begin the process.
Restore progress can be monitored in the Activities page.
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Tip :
When restoring files, you can also click on the file to bring up the file details page which will provide
additional details of the file before initiating a restore. In this view, you can click Restore to bring up
the restore user interface or simply click on the file icon (the icon will be overlaid with a download icon)
to download the file to your local desktop.

Warning :
Pay attention to the Location column in the time machine view and the Location(s): field in the file
detail view. Igneous prioritizes restoring data from the on-premises Igneous data store before recalling
from the Cloud to reduce cost. If data is not cached locally, Igneous will automatically recall from the
Cloud. Users are able to prefer to recall from the Cloud regardless if data is cached locally. This will
incur additional Cloud access cost.
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Igneous includes a rich data search capability to enable quick retrieval of files backed up on Igneous.
There are 2 search mode - Global search and Filtered search.

To use Global SearchTo use Global Search

Login to Igneous.
Click on Data Search on the left navigation bar .

The search field is a free form text search field that will match any directory path and filename
that contains the text. There are additional keywords that can narrow the search criteria for
more accuracy. For example, the "Extension" keyword will allow for searching files based on
extension.

Another common search filter is based on the CTime of files. The "FileMetadata.CTime:[2019-01-
01T00:00:00.000Z TO 2019-01-02T23:59:59.999Z]" query will return files that was changed between
1/1/2019 and 1/3/2019.

Using Igneous Data SearchUsing Igneous Data Search
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Note : For additional keywords, click on the ? icon in the search field and a general list will be
presented.
4. Clicking on Restore on the right of each file will bring up the restore user interface to facilitate
restore of the file.
5. Clicking the filename will bring up the file details view.

To use Filtered SearchTo use Filtered Search
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Login to Igneous
Click on Systems and expand the system of interest to get to the export view

Click on Actions on the right of the export of interest

Click on Restore and you will be presented with the time machine view for the export

Resting your mouse pointer on the file of interest will bring up the Restore link.

The search field will only return results within to this particular system and export combination.
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Igneous DataProtect provides interactive task reports to enable monitoring backup and archive activity
on your Igneous service. Reports can be filtered to view just the activities you care about, and can be
bookmarked for a simple repeat experience.

Creating a reportCreating a report

Login to Igneous

Click on ReportsReports

Select the preferred date range in the top left. 7 days and 30 days are the typical ranges, but
custom date ranges can be selected to view different lengths of time, or historical ranges (up
to 40 days can be included in the range).

Creating and reviewing task reportsCreating and reviewing task reports
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Select the task types that you would like to include in your report: Backup, Archive, or Restore.

Select the policies you want included in your report. Leaving all boxes unchecked will default
to include any policy.
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Select the systems you want included in your report. Leaving all boxes unchecked will default
to include any system.

Narrow your report down to specific volumes by entering a volume name, or a keyword within
the volume name you want included in your report.

All filters applied will be stored in the URL of the report. Bookmarking this URL will allow you to
return to this same report at any time.

Interacting with reportsInteracting with reports

Once a report has been created, there are a few ways to use them:
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Tasks are grouped by day. Tasks that were completed, or completed with errors on a day will
be shown above the 0 mark of the x-axis. Tasks that were cancelled or failed will be shown
below the 0 mark of the x-axis. Currently running or queued tasks, as well as tasks that do not
finish (such as replication tasks) will not be included in the report.

You can toggle on and off tasks of any status by clicking on the colored square next to the
status label in the graph legend to the right of the graph.

The list of tasks included in the report will be shown at the bottom of the page. Clicking on any
task in this report will open a new browser tab to the Activities page, filtered to include only
activities for the volume you've selected.
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Reports can be exported as a csv file at any time by clicking the three-dot menu icon in the top
right of the Reports page, then selecting Download CSVDownload CSV.
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What is Igneous DataDiscover?What is Igneous DataDiscover?

Engineered to provide comprehensive, up-to-date visibility into an organization’s full portfolio of
unstructured data, Igneous™ DataDiscover™ offers a high-performance scan engine that can quickly
identify new and changed data even in multi-petabyte environments with billions of files.

Igneous DataDiscover can be deployed either as a virtual machine, or an existing on-premises
Igneous instance. Once deployed, Igneous DataDiscover scans NFS and SMB/CIFS exports on all
registered NAS systems, discovering and indexing metadata from all files and directories on those
NAS systems to create a full-scale view of the entire portfolio of unstructured data throughout the site.

Depending on NAS and network capabilities, the high-performance engine can scan hundreds of
thousands of objects per second, generating reports in minutes or hours, even in large environments.
This up-to-date visibility into your entire unstructured environment enables you to get a clear
understanding of:

How much data you have
Where it's stored
How long since any object has been accessed or modified

Armed with this information, you will be able to make informed decisions about storage optimization,
growth planning, archival strategies, and cost reductions.

OverviewOverview
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Getting information out of DataDiscoverGetting information out of DataDiscover

There are two pieces of information that are readily exportable from DataDiscover:

File paths
A .csv of the data of your current view

Copying file pathsCopying file paths

Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

Browse to the location you are interested in.
Go to the right hand menu of either the directory you are interested in, or in the filepath where
you are located, then select Copy pathCopy path

The path of that location will now be copied to your clipboard, beginning with the name of the
Igneous instance.

Exporting informationExporting information
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Exporting a .csvExporting a .csv

Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

Browse to the location you are interested in.
Go to the right hand menu of either the directory you are interested in, or in the filepath where
you are located, then select CSV exportCSV export

A .csv file will be downloaded by your browser. This .csv file will include all directories within
the location that you exported from (not subdirectories). Each directory will occupy a row. The
columns will contain the values in either object count or bits cooredsponding to each category
viewable in DataDiscover (Hot, Warm, Cool, and Cole) as defined as the time of export.
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Igneous Customers that subscribe to both DataDiscover and DataProtect can archive data directly
from their DataDiscover view.

Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

Explore to the directory that you want to archive
Hover over the directory you want to archive to display the right-hand menu icon

Click the right hand menu icon, then click ArchiveArchive

Archiving your data from DataDiscoverArchiving your data from DataDiscover
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Select the archive policy you would like to use from the archive drop down. If you do not have
an archive policy configured, see the Creating Archive Policies article in the DataProtect

Knowledgebase section.

If desired, confirm or edit the email you want to be notified upon completion of the archive task.
Click Start ArchiveStart Archive  to initiate the archive process. Note that archive tasks do not delete data
from the source system. Clean up of the archived datasets will need to managed on the source
system.
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How to browse your dataHow to browse your data

Login to Igneous

Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

Click on the Igneous instance that is connected to the data you are interested in exploring. The
instance is located at the bottom of the screen, below the path builder text field.

Exploring your dataExploring your data
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Click on the primary system that you would like to explore

Click on the export or share that you would like to explore

Click on the directory that you would like to explore. Continue clicking on directories until you
find the information you are looking for.
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To go back to a previous location, either click the "Back" button in your browser, or click the
name of the directory that you want to return to in the path builder in the middle of the screen

How to jump right to a locationHow to jump right to a location

Login to Igneous

Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

In the path builder, start by typing the name of your Igneous insance you are interested in, and
either select the name from the drop down, or hit enter.

Next, type the name of the primary system you are interested in, and either select the name
from the drop down, or hit enter
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Next, type the name of the export or share you are interested in, and either select the name
from the drop down, or hit enter.

Next, type the name of the directory you are interested in, and either select the name from the
drop down, or hit enter. Continue to enter subdirectories until you reach the right destination.

Alternatively, past the file into the file builder and hit enter.
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Igneous DataDiscover automatically categorizes directories on a number of different criteria. These
categories can be dynamically updated, and you can sort your directories at anytime without requiring
a rescan. This section will walk you through how to both define how you want to organize your data,
and how to re-classify your data based on the criteria that you care about.

Choosing (and switching) between m-time and a-timeChoosing (and switching) between m-time and a-time

Igneous DataDiscover can classify data based on either modified-time (m-time) or accessed-time (a-
time). Switching from one view to the other is simple:

Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

On the right side of the screen, just below the global bar chart, click either Modify TimeModify Time or
Access TimeAccess Time to switch what metadata value is used to classify your data.

Defining data categoriesDefining data categories

Igneous DataDiscover organizes data into four categories based on the selected metadata value (m-
time or a-time). These categories are useful when for finding large datasets that have similar activity
levels that could potentially be acted on as a group. These categories are:

Classifying warm and cold dataClassifying warm and cold data
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Hot - bright red
Warm - dark red
Cool - light blue
Cold - dark blue

These categories can be dynamically updated to meet your definition of Hot, Warm, Cool, or Cold. To
redfine the values of each category, follow these steps:
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Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

Hover over any of the four categories at the top of the screen, then click the pencil icon next to
the value range.

Update the upper value of the Hot, Warm, and Cool categories until the value ranges of each
of the four categories matches your definition. Note that changes of the upper value of one
category will define the lower value of the next coolest category.

Click SaveSave to confirm your definitions. The DataDiscover report should update immediately,
and will not require a rescan of your primary system.
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How to sort your dataHow to sort your data

Igneous DataDiscover can sort your data by three categories in ascending or descending order: path
name, size, or object count. Size and object count can be sorted to show the largest or smallest values
within a specific data category (Hot, Warm, Cool, or Cold).

Login to Igneous
Select the DiscoverDiscover link from the left-hand menu

To sort all the directories in your current view by name, size, or object count, click the desired
category label at the top of the column. A downwards facing arrow means the data is sorted in
descending order by that category, upwards is ascending order.

To sort all the directories based on the size or count of data within a specific category, click the
desired category at the top of the page.
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Filtering your dataFiltering your data

DataDiscover allows you to filter all of your unstructured data by nearly any metadata criteria in order
to find the specific datasets that are interesting to you. Filtered data will still be displayed in the typical
file browse experience in DataDiscover, providing you the context to see where in your environment
the data that matches your criteria lives. Applied filters will persist as you browse through your file tree
enabling rapid discovery of interesting datasets.

Filter typesFilter types

There are 10 filter types available in DataDiscover. Here is a list and brief description of each filter
type:

"extension" - Filtering by extension will limit results to only objects with the extension provided
in the query term. Some examples of acceptable query inputs for an extension filter are "tar",
"tif", "jpg", "pdf", "txt", etc.
"filename" - Filtering by filename will limit results to only objects with the filename provided in
the query term.
"directory" - Filtering by directory will limit results to only objects that exist within a directory
that matches the text string provided in the query term.
"path" - Filtering by path will limit results to only objects that that have an exact match to the
text string provided in the query term anywhere in its path. Note that path queries will not allow
"/" characters, so filtering by an entire filepath is not possible at this time.
"type" - Filtering by type will limit results by the object type provided in the query term..
Examples of acceptable inputs for type filters would be "file" or "directory".
"gid" - Filtering by GID will limit results to only objects with the group ID provided in the query
term. This property typically only applies to NFS data.
"uid" - Filtering by UID will limit results to only objects with the User Identifier provided in the
query term. This property typically only applies to NFS data.
"groupsid" - Filtering by groupsid will limit results to only objects with the group security
identifier provided in the query term. This property typically only applies to SMB/CIFS data.
"ownersid" - Filtering by ownersid will limit results to only objects with the owner security
identifier provided in the query term. This property typically only applies to SMB/CIFS data.
"nlinks" - will filter results to only objects that have the number of softlinks provided in the
query parameter. The query input needs to be an integer greater than or equal to 0.

Applying multiple filtersApplying multiple filters

Multiple filters can be applied at once to help limit results down to just the files and objects that are

interesting to you. There are no limits to the number of filters that can be applied to queries. However,
there are a few rules to be aware of when adding multiple filters simultaneously:

Filtering your dataFiltering your data
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Applying filters of differentdifferent types will function as an "AND" operation, meaning only results
that match both criteria will be displayed. For example, applying a "extension:jpg" and a

"filename:orca" filter at the same time will result in only displaying .jpg files named orca.
Applying filters of the samesame type will function as an "OR" operation, meaning results that match
either criteria will be displayed. For example, applying a "extension:jpg" and a "extesntion:tif"

filter at the same time will result in displaying any .jpg or .tif files.
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What is Igneous DataFlow?What is Igneous DataFlow?

Igneous’ DataFlow service provides data-centric organizations a way to move any amount of data in its
native format from any NAS system to any other compatible format system including into the cloud
while maintaining complete file integrity including ACLs. Utilizing Igneous’ IntelliMOVE technology,
copy tasks can move data quickly while also monitoring source NAS performance to minimize impact
to production workflows. This means that the copy task will complete in the shortest possible time
while users continue to work using the source NAS.

DataFlow Copy makes data movement easy:

NFS-to-NFS, SMB-to-SMB, NFS-to-S3, SMB-to-S3 - native format transfer of data while
retaining all file metadata;
Easily copy data to the cloud for collaboration or sharing workflows;
Transfer data from old NAS systems to new NAS systems;
Copy on-premises data to virtual, cloud-based NAS systems;
Backup data natively to the cloud;
Protect source-NAS functionality while moving data at the fastest possible rate
Ensure data integrity without the need to babysit fragile processes - start the task and let
Igneous take care of the rest.

OverviewOverview
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Log in to Igneous.

In the Systems page, click on the export or share that you wish to copy from.

On the right side details panel, select Copy from the list of available Actions.

The source will be pre-populated with the system and export or share.

Setting up a copy taskSetting up a copy task
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Select the destination. Destinations can be either systems already imported into Igneous or a
cloud destination. Select which type of destination you want.

Or, when selecting a cloud destination, you must specify the service, region, and tier. Enter the
destination bucket name (which must already exist on the service/region and the system will verify)
and an optional Path if you don't want the source put in the root of the bucket.
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Select the frequency that you want the copy task to run. Choices are twice per day, daily,
weekly, biweekly, monthly or never. For all but the never setting, you can select the time of day
to enqueue the task. The never setting is used for copy tasks that you want only to run on
demand.

Finally, click the Schedule copy button. If you select the Run Now checkbox the copy task will
be enqueued immediatly, otherwise it will be enqueued at the time scheduled or on demand.

When the copy task is enqueued, running, or completed, it will appear on the Activities page.
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If you want to start a copy task on demand, the task needs to be already created (see Setting up a
copy task). You can manually start the task in several differnt ways.

From the Systems pageFrom the Systems page

Find and click on the export or share that you want to start the copy task on to open the
Details drawer for that export or share.
Under Actions, click on Run Copy Now.

From the Activities pageFrom the Activities page

If the copy task has already run, it will appear on the Activities page. Find the copy task that
you would like to manually start. (Hint: you can filter the list to show only Copy tasks.)
On the right end of the task's entry click the three dots and then Re-run to enqueue the task
immediatly.

Manually start a copy taskManually start a copy task
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There are several ways to get detailed information about a copy task.

From the Systems page, click on the export or share that you want information about. This will open
the Details drawer on the right side. Under Details, the copy task configured for that export or share
will be shown along with its status.

You can hover over the Copy status to see more information.

Click on the three dots to the right of the copy task details and click on view status to open the
Activities page with only that task's past activities shown.

Getting information about Copy tasksGetting information about Copy tasks
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Click on any of those activities to see detailed information about that task.

You can go directly to the Activities page, fid the copy task you are interested in and click it to get the
same detailed information shown above.

When a task is in progress, you can get details about its progress by clicking the info dot next to the
task status.
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Igneous provides a rich set of APIs to automate various data management activities such as applying
policies to an export or share, conversion of backup targets into archive targets and making data
available directly to end user via a Read-Only NFS export. All available APIs are documented with use
case examples for your reference.

In order to use the APIs, you will first need to obtain the instance specific API token. This is done by
visiting the Igneous management page here.

Once logged in, click on the gear icon on the bottom left-hand menu and select Account Information

The API token is now visible

This token will need to be presented as part of the RESTful API call in the http header request as the
"Authentication" value. For example,

curl -X POST \

   http://demo.igneous.io/x/igneous/v1/tasks \

   -H 'Authorization: B775UB6L69KN155...' \

   -H 'Content-Type: application/json' \

   -d ' { JSON body }'

Igneous provides a Postman collection bundle for ease of use. The Authorization field is pre-created
for each request but you will need to edit the field with your instance's API token.

Introduction to Igneous APIsIntroduction to Igneous APIs
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For any API command, the IP value can be found by navigating to your systems page in the UI, and
retirieving the IP portion of the URL from that location. Using either port:4900 or port:80 will succeed.
VM-based customer will need to use http for now, as SSL is not yet supported.
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Storage Usage APIStorage Usage API

The Storage Usage API will return the amount of storage consumed in any destination that has been
generated from a given source path. This API will return the physical size of the backup data in the
destination that is currently specified in the backup policy applied to any source path.

All values returned are in GiB, and rounded to the nearest whole number. The API is an HTTP GET
using the end point /x/igneous/v1/cloud-buckets/usage as outlined below.

Input ParametersInput Parameters

The Storage Usage API has two input parameters:

systemNamesystemName - the name of the source system that hosts the path. This input parameter is
required, and is a string.

exportPathexportPath - the rest of the source path. This input parameter is required, and is a string.

protocolprotocol - the protocol of the source path. This input parameter is a string, and is optional. If
no protocol input is provided in the submission, the protocol is assumed to be NFS. Acceptable
inputs are:

"nfs" - for either NFS exports or multi-protocol exports protected as NFS-only
"smb" for either SMB shares or multi-protocol shares protected as SMB-only
"mixed" for Isilon exports with mixed-mode enabled and being protected as a single,
multi-protocol share.

Outputs:Outputs:

The Storage Usage API has six possible outputs:

SourceSizeSourceSize - The size of the path on the source system during the most recent backup (in
GiB).
RemoteSizeRemoteSize - This is an array of the remaining five outputs.
LocationLocation - This is the location of the backup data. The possible outputs are:

aws - Amazon Web Service
azs - Microsoft Azure
gcs - Google Cloud Storage
s3 - Other S3 storage
nfs - NFS storage

CloudBucket:CloudBucket: - The name of the cloud bucket where the backup resides.
Usage:Usage: - The size of the backup data in the destination, rounded to the nearest GiB.
AccountAccount - The name of the cloud account used to backup the data (only applicable to cloud
destinations).
Host:Host: - Host information (Only applicable for Other s3 destinations).

Storage APIsStorage APIs
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Error outputsError outputs

There are two possible outputs when an error has occured:

Failure(HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized) response:Failure(HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized) response: - When API is accessed without creating
the token and authorization.
Failure(HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found) response:Failure(HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found) response:
a. {} Empty response is returned when an invalid exportPath is specified.
b. {"Error":"GetSystemByName: name "<>" not found"}
Error response is returned when invalid value for systemName is provided.

API Examples:API Examples:

For these examples, we will be querying the size of the path /smallvol/uw/smallvol/uw, which is an NFS path
stored on the smallvol.iggy.bzsmallvol.iggy.bz system. This example dataset is 100 GiB on the source.

The API call would be constructed as follows:

export AUTH="Authorization: <token>"

curl -H "$AUTH" -X GET 'http://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/cloud-buckets/usage?systemName=smallvol.iggy.bz&expo

rtPath=/smallvol/uw&protocol=nfs

Output examples:Output examples:

The following are a few examples of outputs that would be expected under the given circumstances:

The source path has been backed up to Google Cloud Storage, consuming 90 GiBs in the
1991-national-champions bucket using the Google account donjames.

{

  "SourceSize": 100,

  "RemoteSize": [

    {

      "Location": "gcs",

      "CloudBucket": "1991-washington-champions",

      "Usage": 90,

      "Account": "donjames"

    }

  ]

}

The source path has been backed up to a custom S3 storage destination, consuming 114
GiBs in the 2001-rosebowl-champions bucket, and also had been backed up to Microsoft
Azure, consuming 93 GiBs in the 2016-cfp bucket using the chrispetersen account.

"SourceSize": 100,

  "RemoteSize": [

    {

      "Location": "s3",

      "CloudBucket": "2001-rosebowl-champions",

      "Usage": 114
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    },

    {

      "Location": "azs",

      "CloudBucket": "2016-cfp",

      "Usage": 93,

      "Account": "chrispetersen"

    }

  ]

}

The source path is valid, but there is no backup policy assigned to the path.

{

  "SourceSize": 0,

  "RemoteSize": null

}

The API is accessed without creating the token and authorization

HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 22:41:33 GMT

Content-Length: 0

Invalid systemName is specified

HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found

Content-Length: 60

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 22:40:06 GMT

X-Request-Id: 78b795a7-f401-4a39-87ff-d0e3114636d4

{"Error":"GetSystemByName: name smallvl.iggy.bz not found"}

Invalid exportPath is specified

HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found

Content-Length: 3

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8

Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2020 22:39:23 GMT

X-Request-Id: c438c021-d00a-4894-a666-f4d852484d78

{}

Get Bucket InformationGet Bucket Information

This API is used to obtain information on all the buckets on a particular Igneous instance. It is literally a
HTTP GET operation thus no additional JSON body is required. All size values returned are in Bytes.

To obtain a list of all buckets and their associated status
HTTP GET

https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets

To obtain a list of all buckets from a specific system
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GET https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets?system=<system name>

To obtain status of a specific bucket

GET https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets/<bucket name>

API ExamplesAPI Examples

Example to list all buckets using CURL

curl --insecure https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets \

-H 'Authorization: 2WXRXD92X2PRWZH57V9Z' \

-H 'Content-Type: application/json'

Example Output

{

            "Buckets": {

                "backup-export-22540": {

                    "Primary": false,

                    "BackupPolicy": "",

                    "SourcePath": "/mixed-native",

                    "System": "flashblade.iggy.bz"

                },

                "archive-export-22507": {

                    "Primary": true,

                    "LastSize": 2157,

                    "SourcePath":

                    "/ifs/pipeline-molly/pipeline_molly_source_nfs",

                    "System": "data03.isilon.iggy.bz"

                },

                "backup-export-22373": {

                    "Primary": false,

                    "BackupPolicy": "",

                    "SourcePath": "/ifs/ericltest/wpsmbbktest",

                    "System": "data03.isilon.iggy.bz"

                },

                "backup-export-22467": {

                    "Primary": false,

                    "BackupPolicy": "",

                    "SourcePath": "/homedirs2",

                    "System": "netapp-admin.iggy.bz"

               }

      }

}

Example to list all buckets on the system isilon42.iggy.bz

curl --insecure https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets?system=isilon42.iggy.bz \

-H 'Authorization: 2WXRXD92X2PRWZH57V9Z' \

-H 'Content-Type: application/json'
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Example Output

{

    "Buckets": {

        "backup-export-3459": {

            "System": "isilon42.iggy.bz",

            "SourcePath": "/ifs",

            "BackupPolicy": "",

            "Primary": false

        },

        "backup-export-3446": {

            "System": "isilon42.iggy.bz",

            "SourcePath": "/ifs/bigfiles",

            "BackupPolicy": "",

            "Primary": false

        },

        "backup-export-4007": {

            "System": "isilon42.iggy.bz",

            "SourcePath": "/ifs/imagery",

            "BackupPolicy": "",

            "Primary": false

        }

    }

}
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Activity Log APIsActivity Log APIs

This set of API is used to monitor tasks on Igneous systems. It can be used to list all running tasks as
well as obtain detail for specific tasks using a task ID.

List all tasks

GET https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/tasks/

Note: Be sure to include the "/" at the end of this API call.

Get detail of a specific task

GET https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/tasks/<task ID>

Example CURL command

curl --insecure -X GET \

https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/tasks/QVdRVHhraTI2WElLS1Fj

bzFSQUQ= \

-H 'Authorization: 2WXRXD92X2PRWZH57

Activity APIsActivity APIs
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Policy associationPolicy association

This API is used to assign a backup policy to an export/share using a simple HTTP POST request. An
empty response body with HTTP 204 status is returned on a successful policy application.

POST /x/igneous/v1/policies/backup

Example using CURL

curl --insecure -X POST

https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/policies/backup \

-H 'Authorization: 2WXRXD92X2PRWZH57V9Z' \

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \

-d '{

    "Policy": "My Policy", // case sensitive policy name. Empty to unset

    "System": "netapp-admin.iggy.bz",

    "SourcePath": "/home/nfs"

}'

Apply Backup Policy APIsApply Backup Policy APIs
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Convert backup to archive APIConvert backup to archive API

This API is used to convert an existing backup bucket into an archive bucket, making Igneous the
Primary authority for that particular dataset. The best use case for this API is to convert a large export
without needing to perform a full copy from source especially over a WAN or lower bandwidth
connection. It leverages HTTP POST request to instruct the Igneous system to perform the
converstion. A HTTP 204 response represents a successful operation. It is also possible to verify
success by checking the "Primary: true" key value in the Get Bucket Info call on the converted bucket.

POST https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets/<Bucket ID>/archive

Example using CURL

curl --insecure https://<IP>/x/igneous/v1/buckets/<Bucket ID>/archive \

-H 'Authorization: 2WXRXD92X2PRWZH57V9Z' \

-H 'Content-Type: application/json'

Post conversion bucket info output

{

    "Buckets": {

        "backup-export-3459": {

            "System": "isilon42.iggy.bz",

            "SourcePath": "/ifs",

            "BackupPolicy": "",

            "Primary": true

        }

   }

}

Note :

Converted buckets retain the "backup-export-###" name. It will not change to "archive-export-

###". The bucket will also not be associated with the original export and a new bucket created

to be associated with the export typically named "backup-export-###-1".

Older revisions of files in the dataset continues to expire and be deleted according to the
retention policy of the original backup policy associated to the bucket at the time of conversion.
The latest version of each file is retained.

Converting backups to archivesConverting backups to archives
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There are many variable types and options used within the DataDiscover APIs. Here is a list of each
variable type, and the expected inputs for each variable.

PathPath

A Path input tells the DataDiscover APIs where to limit results from. The input should be the
combination of the Igneous instance name plus the "path" you want to run against the API.

A "path" can be a sub-directory, export, system, or Igneous instance. You can also input the name of a
Live View that has been constructed with DataDiscover to limit results to any paths within that Live
View.

For example:

"Path": "Igneous Gamma/isilon42.iggy.bz/ifs/files1M/alejandro"

Would search the ifs/files1M/alejandro file path, which is on the isilon42.iggy.bz system, which is being
scanned by DataDiscover from the Igneous Gamma instance.

To run a DataDiscover API against the entire metadataindex, simply craft your API call without a path
input.

FilterFilter

A filter is either a single Match, or a Clause with an Op.

A MatchMatch requires both Field and Term inputs.
A ClauseClause is built from one or more matches, modified by an Op input

OpOp

The Op input tells the API how to interpret the Match operation(s) within your Clause. The acceptable
inputs are:

"and" - will filter results to only objects that meet allmeet all  of the Match inputs provided in the Clause
"or" - will filter results to only objects that meet anymeet any of the Match inputs provided in the Clause
"not" - will filter results to only objects that do not meet anydo not meet any of the Match inputs provided in
the Clause

Notes:

A Filter must contain an Op if you have a Clause.
If your Clause only has one Match input, the only valid Op input is "not".
You may also use a single Match input outside of a Clause, as long as your API call does not
contain an Op.

MatchMatch

DataDiscover API VariablesDataDiscover API Variables
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Each match clause consists of a Field and a Term.
"Field""Field" tells the API what object property you want to use as a filter.
"Term""Term" defines the actual value of the object property you are interested in. This is value must always
be a string.

Here are is the list of field inputs, along with any relevant information about the term input for each
field input:

"extension""extension" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have a specific file extension, as defined
by the "Term" input. Acceptable term inputs for an extension filter are strings, including "tar",
"tif", "jpg", "pdf", "txt", etc.
"filename""filename" - will filter (or exclude) only results that are an exact match to the "Term" input. The

term input for filename filters should be a string.
"directory""directory" - will filter (or exclude) only results that are within a directory that is an exact match

to the "Term" input. The term input for directory filters should be a string.
"path""path" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have anexact match to the "Term" input

anywhere in the object path.
"type""type" - will filter (or exclude) only results based on the object type provided in the "Term"
input. Examples of acceptable inputs for type filters would be "file" or "directory".
"gid""gid" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have a group ID number that matches the "Term"
input.
"uid""uid" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have a user ID number that matches the "Term"
input.
"groupsid""groupsid" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have a group security identifier that
matches the "Term" input.
"ownersid""ownersid" - will filter (or exclude) only results that have an owner security identifier that
matches the "Term" input.
"nlinks""nlinks" - will filter (or exclude) only results have the number of softlinks provided in the "Term"
input. The term input should be an integer greater than or equal to 0.

Here is an example that would filter results to only include objects that are .tar files with a filename of
"foo":

"Filter": {

    "Op": "and",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "tar"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "filename",

                "Term": "foo"

            }

        }

    ]

  }
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Here is an example that would filter results to only include objects that have a GID of 1337 or 8654

"Filter": {

    "Op": "or",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "gid",

                "Term": "1337"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "gid",

                "Term": "8654"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

ModeMode

Mode allows you to choose between categorizing data by accessed time, or modified time. Mode is
only used for the Tree API. The acceptable inputs for Mode are:

"Mode":"atime"

or

"Mode":"mtime"

IntervalsIntervals

Intervals are used to categorize data as "hot", "warm", "cool", or "cold" in /tree calls. And interval input
consists of exactly 3 integers, seperated by commas. Each integer is the time from now - in hours -
that separates each category of data.

For example, if you wanted to categorize your data as:
Hot = a-time < 30 days ago
Warm = 30 days ago < a-time < 180 days ago
Cool = 180 days ago < a-time < 1 year ago
Cold = 1 year ago < a-time

You would include the following in your /tree API call:

"Mode":"atime",

"Intervals":[720,4320,8760]

LimitLimit

Limit tells the API the maximum number of results to display. This should be an integer between 0 and
1000. Limit is an optional input. If you leave it out, the API will return a maximum of 1000 results.
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To limit your results to only the first 100 results found, you would include the following in your API call:

"Limit": 100
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Tree APITree API

This API can be used to get size and counts of all files within any given location that match a set of
criteria, and catgorized by either accessed time (a-time) or modified time (m-time) over specific
intervals.

InputInput

The following is the input structure of the Tree API. Please see the DataDiscover API Variables article
for more information on each of the inputs listed here.

 curl -H 'Authorization: <auth token>' <IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "<Igneous instance name>/<path>",

   "Intervals":[<interval 1>,<interval 2,<interval 3>],

   "Mode": <categorization>,

   "Filter": {

     "Op": <filter operation>,

     "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": <filter type>,

                "Term": <filter criteria>

            },

            "Match": {

               "Field": <filter type>,

               "Term": <filter criteria>

           }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

ExamplesExamples

Here are a few examples of valid Tree API inputs. For these examples, assume we have an Igneous
instance named "Igneous Issaquah" which has imported and scanned the Qumulo system
"qumulo01.iggy.bz". Also assume that in this case, we classify data as Hot, Warm, Cool, or Cold using
the last accessed time of any object with the following:

Any file accessed within the last 180 days (4,320 hours) is Hot
Any file accessed between 180 days and 1 year (8,760 hours) ago is Warm
Any file accessed between 1 year and 3 years (26,280 hours) ago is Cool
Any file accessed more than 3 years ago is Cold

DataDiscover Tree APIDataDiscover Tree API
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The following API call would find all .jpg objects within the qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2
filepath, then categorize and summarize them as Hot, Warm, Cool, or Cold based on the a-time of
each object.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],

  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {

    "Match": {

        "Field": "extension",

        "Term": "jpg"

     }

  }

}'

The following API call would find all .jpg OR .jpeg objects within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath, then categorize and summarize them as Hot, Warm,
Cool, or Cold based on the a-time of each object.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],

  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "or",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpg"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpeg"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

The following API call would find all .jpg objects objects that have a filename of "salmon" within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath, then categorize and summarize them as Hot, Warm,
Cool, or Cold based on the a-time of each object.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],
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  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "and",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpg"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "filename",

                "Term": "salmon"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

The following API call would find all objects that DO NOT have a filename of "orca" within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath, then categorize and summarize them as Hot, Warm,
Cool, or Cold based on the a-time of each object.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],

  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "not",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "filename",

                "Term": "orca"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

The following API call would find all .jpg, .jpeg, OR .png objects that have a filename of "salmon"
objects within the qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath, then categorize and summarize
them as Hot, Warm, Cool, or Cold based on the a-time of each object.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/tree -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],

  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {
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 "Op": "and",

 "Clauses": {

  {

   "Match": {

    "Field": "filename",

    "Term": "salmon"

   }

  },

  {

   "Op": "or",

   "Clauses": {

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "jpg"

    },

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "jpeg"

    },

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "png"

    }

   }

  }

 }

}'
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Search APISearch API

This API can be used to locate any file(s) within a filepath that match specific criteria, such as name,
extension, user, group, etc.

InputInput

The following is the input structure of the Search API. Please see the DataDiscover API Variables
article for more information on each of the inputs listed here.

 curl -H 'Authorization: <auth token>' <IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "<Igneous instance name>/<path>",

   "Limit": <result limit>,

   "Filter": {

    "Op": <filter operation>,

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": <filter type>,

                "Term": <filter criteria>

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

ExamplesExamples

Here are a few examples of valid Search API inputs. For these examples, assume we have an Igneous
instance named "Igneous Issaquah" which has imported and scanned the Qumulo system
"qumulo01.iggy.bz". Let's assume we wanted to see no more than 50 results.

The following API call would return up to 50 .jpg objects within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Limit": "50",

  "Filter": {

    "Match": {

        "Field": "extension",

        "Term": "jpg"

     }

  }

}'

DataDiscover Search APIsDataDiscover Search APIs
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The following API call would return up to 50 .jpg OR .jpeg objects within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Limit": "50",

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "or",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpg"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpeg"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

The following API call would return up to 50 .jpg files that have a filename of "salmon" within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Limit": "50",

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "and",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "extension",

                "Term": "jpg"

            }

        },

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "filename",

                "Term": "salmon"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'
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The following API call would return up to 50 objects that DO NOT have a filename of "orca" within the
qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Limit": "50",

  "Filter": {

    "Op": "not",

    "Clauses": [

        {

            "Match": {

                "Field": "filename",

                "Term": "orca"

            }

        }

    ]

  }

}'

The following API call would return up to 50 .jpg, .jpeg, OR .png objects that have a filename of
"salmon" within the qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2 filepath.

$ curl -H 'Authorization: <token>' sr-<IP>/x/igneous/v1/discover/search -XPOST -d '{

  "Path": "Igneous Issaquah/qumulo01.iggy.bz/projects/secretproject2",

  "Intervals":[4320,8760,26280],

  "Mode":"atime"

  "Filter": {

 "Op": "and",

 "Clauses": {

  {

   "Match": {

    "Field": "filename",

    "Term": "salmon"

   }

  },

  {

   "Op": "or",

   "Clauses": {

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "jpg"

    },

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "jpeg"

    },

    "Match": {

     "Field": "extension",

     "Term": "png"
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    }

   }

  }

 }

}'
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Igneous provides a RESTful API for copying data between supported sources and destinations.
Customers may implement applications that leverage the Copy API to ingest data from remote devices,
to tier data between primary and secondary storage tiers, or for any backup and archive use cases -
both on-prem and in the cloud. The API is able to move data in the Igneous compact (compressed and
"blobbed") format as well as in native format, depending on the source and destination type provided.

Supported source and destination combinationsSupported source and destination combinations

Example: A "source" of "nfs://HOST/EXPORT" and "destination" of "s3-compat://BUCKET" would
trigger a compressed and "blobbed" "backup and copy" task type.

Note that while "nfs://HOST" is a native filer destination and the URL host field needs to be the NFS
host, "nfs-compact://BUCKET" is a compact cloud destination and the URL host field needs to be the
bucket name.

URLURL

http(s)://<IP or FQN>/x/igneous/v1/tasks

Note: Ensure "tasks" does NOT end with a "/".

Curl ExampleCurl Example

curl -X POST -k 'https://igneous.example.com/x/igneous/v1/tasks' \

-H 'Authorization: EXAMPLEAPIKEY' \

-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \

-d '{

    "source": "nfs://qumulo-cluster.example.com/export1",

    "destination": {

        "url": "s3://example-igneous-bucket1/export1",

        "credential": "myaws",

        "region": "us-west-2",

        "tier": "STANDARD",

        "index": "example-igneous-bucket1-export1",

        "transientCredentials": {

          "accessKey": "EXAMPLEACCESSKEY",

Data Copy APIData Copy API
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          "secretKey": "EXAMPLESECRETKEY"

        }

    }

}'

IndexIndex

This should be a unique value for every L0 / full that you would like to run, as re-using the same index
name results in incremental copies of all paths using the same index. Each index can be named
whatever you want, but should follow S3 bucket naming rules

Data movement request syntaxData movement request syntax

Source and destination can be formatted as parameters within URL strings or as JSON properties. for
example, the can be specifed in the URL strings:

{

  "source": "nfs://HOST/EXPORT",

  "destination": "s3-compact://BUCKET/PATH?credential=USERNAME&tier=S3_TIER&region=S3_REGION&index=IG

NEOUS_BUCKET"

}

Or, they can be in JSON format:

{

  "source": {

    "url": "nfs://HOST/EXPORT"

  },

  "destination": {

    "url": "s3-compact://BUCKET/PATH",

    "credential": "USERNAME",

    "tier": "S3_TIER",

    "region": "S3_REGION",

    "index": "IGNEOUS_BUCKET"

  }

}

Combinations of the two are supported. For example, the following is identical to the previous
example:

{

  "source": "nfs://HOST/EXPORT",

  "destination": {

    "url": "s3-compact://BUCKET/PATH?tier=S3_TIER&region=S3_REGION&index=IGNEOUS_BUCKET",

    "credential": "USERNAME"

  }

}

Note that if a parameter is given in both a URL string and a JSON parameter, the JSON parameter will
take precedence. For example:
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{

  "url": "s3://BUCKET/PATH?tier=S3_TIER&index=IGNEOUS_BUCKET&region=S3_REGION",

  "region": "OTHER_REGION"

}

is effectively the same as:

{

  "url": "s3://BUCKET/PATH?tier=S3_TIER&index=IGNEOUS_BUCKET&region=OTHER_REGION"

}

Stored and transient credentialsStored and transient credentials

The API allows use of both stored and transient credentials for sources and destinations. Stored
credentials are credentials that are stored within Igneous system and can be used for multiple tasks
requested via the API or the Igneous dashboard. They are specified with the credential=username

query parameter where username is stored in the Igneous system.

Transient credentials are used once for the request and then immediatly discarded. Transient
credentials are specified with a set of transientCredentials parameters which are dependent on the

type of source or destination.

AWS S3 Sources and DestinationsAWS S3 Sources and Destinations

Transient credentials are specified with the accessKey and secretKey parameters, either as query

parameters or JSON properties.

{

    "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

    "destination": "s3://bucket1?region=us-west-2&tier=STANDARD&index=igbucket&transientCredentials[a

ccessKey]=AKIAQ4T2XKPLM26PC2U4&transientCredentials[secretKey]=OcKr2legqgh3XV3JGh+XE6fNP8WHaHpkE8v3xz

jn"

}

Note the special syntax with square brackets to specify transient credentials parameters as URL query
parameters: transientCredentials[accessKey] and transientCredentials[secretKey]

The JSON equivelent is:

{

    "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

    "destination": {

        "url": "s3://bucket1?region=us-west-2&tier=STANDARD&index=igbucket",

        "transientCredentials": {

          "accessKey": "AKIAQ4T2XKPLM26PC2U4",

          "secretKey": "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"

        }

    }

}
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Azure Sources and DestinationsAzure Sources and Destinations

Transient credentials are specified with the accountName and accountKey parameters, either as

query parameters or JSON properties.

{

  "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

  "destination": "azs://bucket1?tier=Hot&index=igbucket&transientCredentials[accountName]=user0&trans

ientCredentials[accountKey]=password0"

}

The equivelent JSON request:

{

  "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

  "destination": {

    "url": "azs://bucket1?tier=Hot&index=igbucket",

    "transientCredentials": {

      "accountName": "user0",

      "accountKey": "password0"

    }

  }

}

Google Cloud Sources and DestinationsGoogle Cloud Sources and Destinations

Transient credentials are specified with the projectId and jwt parameters as either query parameters or

JSON properties:

{

  "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

  "destination": "gcs://bucket1?tier=standard&index=igbucket&transientCredentials[projectId]=project1

&transientCredentials[jwt]=%7B%22Type%22%3A%22service_account%22%2C%22Project_id%22%3A%22project1%22%

2C%22Private_key_id%22%3A%22324a56f75017adfd7bab089e157f29626d32e735%22%2C%22Private_key%22%3A%22----

-BEGIN+PRIVATE+KEY-----%5CnMIIEvgIBADANBgkqhkiG9e0BAQEFAASCBKgwggSkAgEAAoIBAQCYqzsYhSwwpG92%5CnSin8%2

BRSaAMgX7WoyqP%2FznL1x7jMcPJzSAS%2FWNxu4VNbs%2FfPW9UVI9FFP38vi3MV7%5Cn656w94LuCBLIC6xA4JkTDkb6Zh0OtD%

2BcpHUp71SsjBOH7ud%2FaRXHZ3V6kNvWJjO%2F%5CnPmSEyj37DHQ63vJ1J2MB79QRZg%2FPMQwBR91nwjlqO0rzEuq9zRdBnDmz

jmSrH3%2Fh%5CnttOiM%2FzSTPj9cd5ut01fIcuiuhVzHuKaH6kT%2FGhgTz2so5pVb6uB6pQJFxuWLcJJ%5CnqorEYhIfMmv3cbp

jRhbeflP2AGg4%2BBf1pFMbzROhSupiA1g%2FsQH9VF87LjSEmY%2BR%5Cn%2FmgUkgX3AgMBAAECggEAEW6DueIC0K8F1xDSyIK8

OnVaY3kFRjGLwAomi2qyRUga%5Cnc9QU3TW%2FoYV2YOsCO4oX1iOnYSJhik7A8cxQTv6D4Z%2FkXRkQGvxKHiXkLtUX%2FkTQ%5C

nepdAlYAxP95ioIPDxQV%2FqhwDCvKdV09XWz%2FJhGv%2FNboPT2WDc6MCqAb1RONNbM%2B0%5Cns1Ed0Xj0M0Hqf%2BXO7rRiMR

BfmykzzTMS1ZRiCMhQikoVZu9i58uykc1CYJxHmwJs%5CnCoWgaRgi2Rva8jFW4Zzcnw%2Bzt8zx6gsLKOSAfkEmfLfQgGDWr0p7U

NDaIl6DvSzF%5Cndd7EA4AsPlE%2Baj5dJfngQbQNyy6DC29sN8M%2FeHTemQKBgQDI3no7xiTj37h29uH9%5Cnt%2BqGaCJH2jyM

JhZ9AsM2ZJO2KCw4SICCZhBMMSsIc5QeBRP9Y0kapvVYHk1IW74e%5CnI%2FGjoued2Fj5Tz9DkK1p0m4S4RB2wnRFLa7c2eP%2Br

sFBwWv%2FOWIoluyjyK1GNfTD%5Cn%2FR3dMQMgKkeEt5wiweUMC3h6dQKBgQDCkhj1h8sNEz95o%2Fwk8LKbEDHFZARkxUDX%5Cn

myNixMgEne1yboKFj0BkyNeom1W3r2JnskhGjvIyZFTQrKyoiEKHr4QL%2F%2B9xB%2Bqo%5CnDTF%2BCpAcMIplaX38aAMJ34M1U

VnUv3DpVNTMQkvD4rD6xwFtwt1fljgnHD%2BpVjGb%5CnxzA0U6r5OwKBgQCn2mnQe2KmXXQ7TVFKAJ9lU62Z13%2BTKdzO%2BDkC

wgdBR86z9boV%5CnvY5O7SNlu5eBgoLS0l3rfKs2yJOSLL%2FxVd39%2FQqJt5maNCPMpSCUdnjvI83rP9GD%5CnYYpnGVlRoNzzw

tspet1Qx9XVg8NwEXSJNoH3LZbMESiUeg5qaRaq%2BwbhZQKBgQCB%5Cntbfh51ccLlrAkuvDDJtk%2BFTVzKmJLF7f3VKnw5u8SD

RFdxqYQzmgdqwegP%2BR5t%2Fp%5CnVVcNgro%2FkddhDdxEtiH0JrQW89YCOk7bHYCDEDOmN03r8XnFzOlJqbHk14jVZZK2%5CnW
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pFKYl%2F0BKoLZKO1MpU15gUlPZXLI%2BUKfq3KFIUEhQKBgC9u%2B9xEnNEFJqO2ugtz%5CnyeWszgXBbwsHkULITpjPMqZScrlE

Zb6xI6cVvpyDwlnMuuhn%2Ff73gMlMJoaO1EVX%5CnWJxXzeNwNgZPxsu84zpL3%2BtIXMcp7kkjQw5xrCqB6NfUGa2qinZMQu0ip

BbYmueG%5Cn5fGfiJzpA7QvJX4xlZX2sq%2Fn%5Cn-----END+PRIVATE+KEY-----%5Cn%22%2C%22Client_email%22%3A%22i

gneous-tier1%40project1.iam.gserviceaccount.com%22%2C%22Client_id%22%3A%22109940094586184102946%22%2C

%22Auth_uri%22%3A%22https%3A%2F%2Faccounts.google.com%2Fo%2Foauth2%2Fauth%22%2C%22Token_uri%22%3A%22h

ttps%3A%2F%2Foauth2.googleapis.com%2Ftoken%22%2C%22Auth_provider_x509_cert_url%22%3A%22https%3A%2F%2F

www.googleapis.com%2Foauth2%2Fv1%2Fcerts%22%2C%22Client_x509_cert_url%22%3A%22https%3A%2F%2Fwww.googl

eapis.com%2Frobot%2Fv1%2Fmetadata%2Fx509%2Figneous-tiering%2540tiering-170717.iam.gserviceaccount.com

%22%7D"

}

Note: the Google Cloud JWT key needs to be URL encoded if passed as a URL query parameter. We
recommend passing it as a JSON property, which has a syntax less prone to entry errors.

The JSON equivelent looks like this:

{

  "source": "nfs://nfshost/nfsexport",

  "destination": {

    "url": "gcs://bucket1?tier=standard&index=igbucket",

    "transientCredentials": {

      "projectId": "project1",

      "jwt": "{\"Type\":\"service_account\",\"Project_id\":\"project1\",\"Private_key_id\":\"324a56f7

5017adfd7bab089e157f29626d32e735\",\"Private_key\":\"-----BEGIN+PRIVATE+KEY-----\\nMIIEvgIBADANBgkqhk

iG9e0BAQEFAASCBKgwggSkAgEAAoIBAQCYqzsYhSwwpG92\\nSin8+RSaAMgX7WoyqP/znL1x7jMcPJzSAS/WNxu4VNbs/fPW9UVI

9FFP38vi3MV7\\n656w94LuCBLIC6xA4JkTDkb6Zh0OtD+cpHUp71SsjBOH7ud/aRXHZ3V6kNvWJjO/\\nPmSEyj37DHQ63vJ1J2M

B79QRZg/PMQwBR91nwjlqO0rzEuq9zRdBnDmzjmSrH3/h\\nttOiM/zSTPj9cd5ut01fIcuiuhVzHuKaH6kT/GhgTz2so5pVb6uB6

pQJFxuWLcJJ\\nqorEYhIfMmv3cbpjRhbeflP2AGg4+Bf1pFMbzROhSupiA1g/sQH9VF87LjSEmY+R\\n/mgUkgX3AgMBAAECggEA

EW6DueIC0K8F1xDSyIK8OnVaY3kFRjGLwAomi2qyRUga\\nc9QU3TW/oYV2YOsCO4oX1iOnYSJhik7A8cxQTv6D4Z/kXRkQGvxKHi

XkLtUX/kTQ\\nepdAlYAxP95ioIPDxQV/qhwDCvKdV09XWz/JhGv/NboPT2WDc6MCqAb1RONNbM+0\\ns1Ed0Xj0M0Hqf+XO7rRiM

RBfmykzzTMS1ZRiCMhQikoVZu9i58uykc1CYJxHmwJs\\nCoWgaRgi2Rva8jFW4Zzcnw+zt8zx6gsLKOSAfkEmfLfQgGDWr0p7UND

aIl6DvSzF\\ndd7EA4AsPlE+aj5dJfngQbQNyy6DC29sN8M/eHTemQKBgQDI3no7xiTj37h29uH9\\nt+qGaCJH2jyMJhZ9AsM2ZJ

O2KCw4SICCZhBMMSsIc5QeBRP9Y0kapvVYHk1IW74e\\nI/Gjoued2Fj5Tz9DkK1p0m4S4RB2wnRFLa7c2eP+rsFBwWv/OWIoluyj

yK1GNfTD\\n/R3dMQMgKkeEt5wiweUMC3h6dQKBgQDCkhj1h8sNEz95o/wk8LKbEDHFZARkxUDX\\nmyNixMgEne1yboKFj0BkyNe

om1W3r2JnskhGjvIyZFTQrKyoiEKHr4QL/+9xB+qo\\nDTF+CpAcMIplaX38aAMJ34M1UVnUv3DpVNTMQkvD4rD6xwFtwt1fljgnH

D+pVjGb\\nxzA0U6r5OwKBgQCn2mnQe2KmXXQ7TVFKAJ9lU62Z13+TKdzO+DkCwgdBR86z9boV\\nvY5O7SNlu5eBgoLS0l3rfKs2

yJOSLL/xVd39/QqJt5maNCPMpSCUdnjvI83rP9GD\\nYYpnGVlRoNzzwtspet1Qx9XVg8NwEXSJNoH3LZbMESiUeg5qaRaq+wbhZQ

KBgQCB\\ntbfh51ccLlrAkuvDDJtk+FTVzKmJLF7f3VKnw5u8SDRFdxqYQzmgdqwegP+R5t/p\\nVVcNgro/kddhDdxEtiH0JrQW8

9YCOk7bHYCDEDOmN03r8XnFzOlJqbHk14jVZZK2\\nWpFKYl/0BKoLZKO1MpU15gUlPZXLI+UKfq3KFIUEhQKBgC9u+9xEnNEFJqO

2ugtz\\nyeWszgXBbwsHkULITpjPMqZScrlEZb6xI6cVvpyDwlnMuuhn/f73gMlMJoaO1EVX\\nWJxXzeNwNgZPxsu84zpL3+tIXM

cp7kkjQw5xrCqB6NfUGa2qinZMQu0ipBbYmueG\\n5fGfiJzpA7QvJX4xlZX2sq/n\\n-----END+PRIVATE+KEY-----\\n\",\"

Client_email\":\"igneous-tier1@project1.iam.gserviceaccount.com\",\"Client_id\":\"1099400945861841029

46\",\"Auth_uri\":\"https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth\",\"Token_uri\":\"https://oauth2.google

apis.com/token\",\"Auth_provider_x509_cert_url\":\"https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v1/certs\",\"Cli

ent_x509_cert_url\":\"https://www.googleapis.com/robot/v1/metadata/x509/igneous-tiering%40tiering-170

717.iam.gserviceaccount.com\"}"

    }

  }

}
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Independent prefix paths on source and destinationIndependent prefix paths on source and destination

Prefix paths are specified independently on the source and the destination locations with the prefix

parameter:

{

  "source": "nfs://host1/export1?prefix=export1/path1",

  "destination": "nfs://host2/export2?prefix=export2/path2"

}
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A Python SDK that wraps all of the Igneous APIs, examples and some tools are publicly available on
GitHub here: https://github.com/igneous-systems/python-igneous

Python SDKPython SDK
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Continuous Integration / Continuous DeploymentContinuous Integration / Continuous Deployment

At Igneous we release software on a weekly basis to your system. We like this model because we
believe less change equals less risk to your applications. However, that means that new features may
not be apparent after each release.

What's in the release notesWhat's in the release notes

These release notes will list all new features, major enhancements, or critial improvements as they
become available. The difference between what is major and what is not is somewhat arbitrary, but we
do our best to be more inclusive rather than less.

What's not in the release notesWhat's not in the release notes

These release notes will not be inclusive of bug fixes, stylistic updates, or other minor improvements
which happen continuously. Additionally, this will not include information about code that's been
committed in support of upcoming features that are not yet available.

If you have questions about a specific bug or issue you have run into previously, or submit a new bug
report, please inquire with our Service Reliability team by sending us a note using
https://cloud.igneous.io/help.

How to get new featuresHow to get new features

Some features may not be enabled for you. Some new features will be deployed automatically to all
subscribers, some may be optionally enabled for current subscribers, and others may require an
additional subscription.

If there are any new features in these releases that you do not have access to, or do not know how to
begin using, please let us know by sending us a note using https://cloud.igneous.io/help.

OverviewOverview
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Week of 11/16/20Week of 11/16/20

Region definition for Google CloudRegion definition for Google Cloud: Igneous subscribers backing up, archiving, or moving
data can now define their preferred region when creating buckets in Google Cloud when using
Igneous.
Automatic cleanup on systems page:Automatic cleanup on systems page: Igneous will now automatically hide exports and
shares from your systems page if the export or share no longer exists on your primary system,
there is no policy applied to the export or share, and there is no backup data associated with
the export or share. Users can see a list of all exports that have been hidden by selecting the
Status: Stale filter on the systems page.

Week of 11/9/20Week of 11/9/20

Support for Nutanix Virtual EnvironmentsSupport for Nutanix Virtual Environments: Cutomers who use Nutanix (rather than
VMWare) for their virtualization environments can now deploy an Igneous Virtual Machine
within their typical infrastructure.

Week of 10/26/20Week of 10/26/20

Multi-select Usage DetailsMulti-select Usage Details: Capacity usage details can now be aggregated across multiple
source paths. When multiple paths are selected on the systems page, the details section of the
right-hand menu will show the aggregated storage consumption in your backup or archive
destinations from all selected paths.
Azure and Google sources for DataFlowAzure and Google sources for DataFlow: DataFlow subscribers with data in Azure or
Google Cloud Storage can now use the Copy API to move data from their cloud storage to
their destination of choice. For more information on how to use the Copy API, check out our
knowledge base article.

Week of 10/19/20Week of 10/19/20

Support for HTTPS for Virtual Machines:Support for HTTPS for Virtual Machines: Customers with an Igneous Virtual Machine
deployed in their environment can now secure their network traffic using a self signed SSL
certificate. For help setting up HTTPS on your VM, please consult our knowledgebase article
or contact us through the Help page in your Igneous service.

Week of 10/12/20Week of 10/12/20

Igneous Software Development Kit:Igneous Software Development Kit: Igneous subscribers can now easily access and
implement any of our APIs using the new Python client library. To access the SDK, or to find
out more about available Igneous APIs, please check out our knowledge base article.

Week of 10/5/20Week of 10/5/20

New Features, Updates, and ImprovementsNew Features, Updates, and Improvements
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Identifying Exports That No Longer Exist:Identifying Exports That No Longer Exist: It's now quick and easy to find exports or shares
that have previously been detected by Igneous, but are no longer present on your primary
systems. When Igneous detects any export or share on an imported system, it is automatically
added to your systems page. When those exports or shares can no longer be detected by
Igneous, the systems page will display an icon to indicate the volume has gone "stale".
Additionally, you may now filter your systems page to display only "stale: exports and shares
by selecting the Status: Stale filter option on the systems page filter functionality.
Finding Active Copy Tasks:Finding Active Copy Tasks: Igneous DataFlow customers can now filter their systems page
to just exports or shares with an active Copy task. Select the Status: Copy filter option on the
systems page filter functionality to quickly identify these datasets.
DataFlow API:DataFlow API:  DataFlow customers can now configure and execute copy tasks using the new
Data Copy API. For more help getting started using the Copy API, please see our knowledge
base article.
DataDiscover APIs:DataDiscover APIs:  DataDiscover customers can now search for specific data and collect
usage metrics on datasets using two new DataDiscover APIs. For more help getting started
using the Copy API, please see our three knowledge base articles: DataDiscover API
Variables, DataDiscover Tree API, and DataDiscover Search API.

Week of 9/21/20Week of 9/21/20

Storage Size API Update:Storage Size API Update: Igneous DataProtect subscribers can now confirm the physical
size of backup data associated with any path, regardless of storage destination. The API will
return the physical size of all backup data that has been stored anywhere - on-prem or in the
cloud - using only the source system name and path. For information on the update API, check
out our knowledge base article.

Week of 9/7/20Week of 9/7/20

New full backup warnings:New full backup warnings: Igneous DataProtect customers are able to make changes to
their backups at any time. However, some changes to ongoing backups - such as changing
backup destinations - will require completing a new full (level-0) backup. Igneous DataProtect
will now provide a warning when a change that will trigger a new full backup on a dataset that
is already protected is requested, and ask for confirmation that this is the intended outcome.

Week of 8/24/20Week of 8/24/20

- Support for Google Archive tier:- Support for Google Archive tier: Igneous users that use Google Cloud Storage can now
write data directly into the recently released Archive tier. Unlike other cloud archive tiers,
Google Cloud’s Archive tier offers extremely cost effective long term storage for backup and
archive data without sacrificing availability. Data is instantly accessible at all times - no latency
or time-to-first-byte.

Week of 8/17/20Week of 8/17/20

Cloud bucket flexibility:Cloud bucket flexibility: Igneous customers now have three options when writing data into
cloud destinations: Let Igneous create and name your bucket, let Igneous create a bucket with
a name of your choosing, or write data into a bucket that has already been created.
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Week of 8/6/2020Week of 8/6/2020

API access for VM customers:API access for VM customers: Igneous subscribers using VM deployments now have
access to Igneous APIs. To see which APIs are available for use, and to get started using
them, check out our knowledge base.
Cloud capacity reclamation:Cloud capacity reclamation: Igneous customers writing backup and archive data to the
cloud will now see capacities in the cloud decrease automatically as data expires and capacity
is reclaimed. Igneous will not reclaim the capacity for all files as they expire, and will instead
only do so when it is economically advantageous.

Week of 7/27/2020Week of 7/27/2020

Activities Page Update:Activities Page Update: The Activities page has been refreshed to make filtering activities
easier, and improve readability.

Week of 7/13/2020Week of 7/13/2020

New VM Dashboard:New VM Dashboard: Virtual machine based Igneous instances will now have a new
dashboard that provides more in-depth insights around data protection metrics, capacity
changes on sources and destinations, and total data under management.
Support for SMB on Qumulo:Support for SMB on Qumulo: Igneous customers with Qumulo systems can now scan and
protect all their data, including their SMB shares.

Week of 6/29/2020Week of 6/29/2020

Checkpointing for DataDiscover:Checkpointing for DataDiscover: Igneous DataDiscover scans will now pick up right where
they left off if scans are disrupted for any reason.

Week of 6/8/2020Week of 6/8/2020

Improved error messages:Improved error messages: Igneous customers will now have improved UI error messages
for the most common errors encountered. Error messages have a plain-english description of
the error as well as a recommended course of action when appropriate. These error messages
are available both as tooltips in the DataDiscover experience, as well as in the activity log for
backup, archive, and restore tasks from DataProtect.

Week of 4/27/2020Week of 4/27/2020

New systems page filtersNew systems page filters: Finding datasets on the systems page is now even easier. We've
now added filter criteria to include Status, and Protocol.

Week of 4/13/2020Week of 4/13/2020
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Support for SMB sources that require KerberosSupport for SMB sources that require Kerberos: Igneous can now scan and protect file
data stored on SMB sources that require Kerberos authentication. This applies to NetApp,
Isilon, Pure Flashblade, Qumulo, Windows Servers and other SMB systems.
Cloud credentials can now be updatedCloud credentials can now be updated: Cloud credentials that have been created for
writing data to AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud can now be updated. To update existing
credentials, click the cog icon in the lower left corner of your UI, and click Cloud settingsCloud settings.
Restore historical archivesRestore historical archives: Archives that have been run multiple times can now support
restoring any version of the archive - similar to the time machine view for backups.

Week of 4/6/2020Week of 4/6/2020

Updated DataProtect reporting capabilitesUpdated DataProtect reporting capabilites: Igneous DataProtect customers now have
access to a new and improved reporting experience. The new experience will allow customers
to create and review reports filtered by system, export, policy, task type, and date range.
Reports are organized by date of execution, and compeltion status.

Week of 3/30/2020Week of 3/30/2020

Data proxy UI confiugurationData proxy UI confiuguration: Igneous DataProtect customers can now create, edit, and
remove a data proxy directly in the UI. For information about how to set up a data proxy, check
out our KB article.
Support for Kerberos on IsilonSupport for Kerberos on Isilon: Igneous can now scan and protect SMB shares on Isilon
requiring Kerberos authentication.
Updated dashboard for DataProtect VM customersUpdated dashboard for DataProtect VM customers: Igneous DataProtect customers with
a Virtual Machine deployment will now see an updateted dashboard when they log in.
Customers with multiple VMs can navigate to each VM from the main dashboard when they log
in through a dropdown.

Week of 3/16/2020Week of 3/16/2020

Cloud Credentials organized in policy builderCloud Credentials organized in policy builder: Credentials for cloud targets that have
already been configured are now sorted and nested by cloud provider, rather than
alphabetically.

Week of 3/2/2020Week of 3/2/2020

Support for non-API integrated SMB sourcesSupport for non-API integrated SMB sources: Igneous can now support scanning and
protected SMB sources that are not currently supported via API integration. For information
about how to import generic SMB sources, please check out our KB article.

Week of 2/10/2020Week of 2/10/2020

Apply policies and executes backup in bulkApply policies and executes backup in bulk: Igneous DataProtect customers can now
apply a policy to multiple volumes at the same time, rather than one at a time. Additionally,
backups can be triggered manually for multiple volumes as well. For information about how to
perform bulk actions, check our updated KB article.
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Week of 2/3/2020Week of 2/3/2020

Updated systems pageUpdated systems page: Igneous now has an updarted systems page! The new systems
page fixes some lingering issues with truncated path names, long loading times, and other
cumbersome interactions.
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Additionally, the new systems page now has filtering functionalities to make it simple to find any export
or share you are looking for. Datasets can be filtered by system, namespace/SVM, path name, or
policy.

For more information about how to use the new systems page, check out our knowledgebase

Support for proxy configurationSupport for proxy configuration: VM-based Igneous subscribers can now configure proxy
during the VM deployment process to maintain compliance with firewall rules. Current Igneous
instances will not be impacted by this change, but any future VMs that are deployed can take
advantage of this. For more information about how to configure proxy, check out our
knowledgebase

Week of 1/20/2020Week of 1/20/2020

Any NFS target using Igneous DataProtect:Any NFS target using Igneous DataProtect: Igneous DataProtect can now write to any
NFS storage, such as Qumulo, and NetApp. To begin writing data to your preferred NFS
storage platform, please contact us at https://cloud.igneous.io/help.

Week of 12/30/2019Week of 12/30/2019

Any S3 target using Igneous DataProtect:Any S3 target using Igneous DataProtect: Igneous DataProtect can now write to any
object storage provider - including Wasabi, Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), NetApp
StorageGrid - or any other S3-compliant storage platform. To begin writing data to your
preferred S3 storage system, please contact us at https://cloud.igneous.io/help.

Week of 12/2/2019Week of 12/2/2019

Scan status for DataDiscover:Scan status for DataDiscover: Iconography and tooltips were added to indicate when
DataDiscover scans were currently running, or had failed. This information can be used to help
better understand the current status of DataDiscover metadata collection and analysis.

Week of 11/18/2019Week of 11/18/2019
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Proxy for private IPs for Igneous DataProtect:Proxy for private IPs for Igneous DataProtect: Igneous can now write backup and archive
data into AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud Storage through private IPs using a cloud hosted proxy.
This capability enables subscribers to use the higher bandwidth provided through AWS
DirectConnect, Azure Express Route, or Google Interconnect without writing sensitive data
through public IPs. To begin using a proxy connection for your data, please contact us at
https://cloud.igneous.io/help.

Week of 11/4/2019Week of 11/4/2019

Access-Time for Igneous DataDiscover:Access-Time for Igneous DataDiscover: Igneous DataDiscover can now classify all your
unstructured data using access-time (A-Time) or modified time (M-Time). This allows
subscribers to quickly identify which datasets are still in use, and which datasets have truly
gone cold, regardless of how you define data usage. This feature is automatically deployed to
all DataDiscover subscribers.

Week of 10/28/2019Week of 10/28/2019

Restore checkpointing for Igneous DataProtect:Restore checkpointing for Igneous DataProtect: Igneous DataProtect will now checkpoint
all restore tasks to allow restores to pickup right where they left off if they are disrupted. This
feature is now enabled for all DataProtect subscribers.

Manual rescans for DataDiscover:Manual rescans for DataDiscover: Igneous DataDiscover subscribers can now initiate
DataDiscover scans whenever they'd like through the UI. Scheduled scans will always run
(typically on Saturdays), however subscribers can now initiate a scan of any system, export, or
directory at any time. This feature is now enabled for all DataDiscover subscribers.

Previous releasesPrevious releases

Release notes were previously published in a weekly pdf format. For any specific inquiries about
features released prior to October 28th, please contact us at https://cloud.igneous.io/help.
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